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PELF ACE 
The youth of America should be :J.cqucdnted wi tb the 
history, the development cmcl tlte ideals of our nation, 
__ _c_ ___ T_h_e_..~,_'_._s_h_o_uld ln1ow under wllHt coxcditiom< our nation he.d 
. -- -- -------
its birth; what P,roblems lk'lVe beset it; and how they reve 
been solved. They should know something of our pr·esent 
problems, and such knowledge can be c1uilt only upon an 
underst,Jnding of the past. ·rhey should know tbe fact:c; of 
our n2tion's history, o:f which they should be proud, 
Not only is this true of our r •tion, but it ic: just 
ns true or our state and our :Lrmned.i1.te locality. It i::s 
been my purpose to gather together some of the int:r.r·r:::;J tir1g 
fo.ct:o of TuoLumne Count~''s his'~OI'./ e>nd present tl·1em :Ln e 
form suitable for the use of ll~gh c:chool. pupils. I trust 
that [<11 who read these pa[;es :1ill be inspire'd v.itt', en C'P-
preciation of s.nd a greater re,rereJtce for the forefc:·thei·s 
of Tuolumne County. 
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Oh, the California Counties 
Are scattered far and wide. 
f)ome lie by snow-crm;ned summits, 
Some ki:os the ebbing tiCi.e. 
fl-------------+=1uo-m~-s-l-t~-etJ-i-t'l-s-u-:r1:l'l'.J""-V-ad-l-eyse-,,_-----­





But take them all ih c1ll I say--
Tuolumne for mine. 
Some count the lore of <J.cres 
Lush with harvest gold. 
Some claim the seo.r,, some count the< brc ne, 
The finest cba1·m they hold. 
But let them hoist fame 1 s banner 
To reach perfection's test--
Right here today I want to say· 
Tuolumne's the bfost. 
NowhPre will you find finer 
The touch of Grandure 's might. 
Nowhere the days are brighter 
No fo.irer dreams the night, 
And nowhere else upon the earth 
The trees are nuite so fine--
You take your choiee, 
1 
but 11ear my voice--
·ruolumne for mine. · 
Tuolumne County is today, anc~ <ii2 s fro111 the '"Jrl i.e:;t 
ti.me, one of the most interesting and romr:,ntic sr·ots in 
CaLifornia. It was one of the origi.na.l tv•enty-~even 
count.i·"'S of tbe stote, as organbed in 1850, 
Size 
At th:::t time it was much larger than i.t is no•!i c;ncl 
1 l:i·'"'"'" 'I Fcoe ·\:,:~~t~cn P"<)~c4 ·~1-ly _.;,:..._ ... - .J • '-·' ,- J. ...1.. ·'ltv ~·• ... .~: r:-; ~c . ...._ 
Publislred August 2, 1929. 
1 
2 
extended from the summit of the Coast Range ard south of 
San Joaquin County eastward to the summit of the Sierra 
Nevada Range. It included all of wlwt is now Tuolumne 
County, Stanisls.us County, and parts of other counties. 
Its description as it was laid out by the Senate Committee 
on Counties follows: 
------f\"'ee-.---09~-County_of Tuolumne. Beginning on the summit of 
the Coast Range, a.t the southwest corner-·or--Sa:;1--JoaEru'lon 
County, and following in an easterly direction, the south-
ern boundary of said county to the summit of tne Sierra 
Nevada; thence in a northeasterly direction following the 
summit of the. Sierra Nevada to the dividing ridge between 
the Tuolumne and Merced Rivers, thence following the top 
of said ridge down to the plains at a point equally di.s-
tant between the said rivers, thence in a direct line to 
the San Joaquin River to a point seven miles below the 
mouth of the Merced River, thence up near the middle of 
the San Joaquin River to the mouth of the Merced River, 
thence in a southwest direction to the summit of the 
CoCJst Range a.nd thence in a northv;esterly direction fol-
lowing the summit of said range, to the place of begin-
ning. The seat of justice shall be the town of Stewart, 
formerly Sonorian Camp.l 
This act, first dividing the state into c.ounties, 
wa.s passed Februs.ry 18, 1850, and designated the old 
Sonorian Camp as the seat of justice, renaming it Stewart. 
Hovrever, two months later, a new act changed it again to 
S 2 onora. 
Origin of Name 
Authorities are in conflict as to the origin or 
1 Report of the Senate Committee on Counties, published 
in the Stockton Times, March 20, 1850. 
2 Stqtutes, 1850, 63, 263. 
3 
:~.::<r~·:)rct-- t1o.ns. One authority S],yS it meEd1S ' 1Tllc .l:J.ncJ of 
:i:Ol.J.ntc.in J.ion.su, the Indi;~n.2, h; v:Lng lE·.meC :tt ::;o c;_ftE-:r one 
~-o the m8.ny }1l'otruc1ing, jage;ed rocks \'·:hic··:l e.re the chief 
cbaractcc,riE·tics of much of the terri' ory. 
"rLH:?ny st6ne lJouses or c.:nres, 11 thus b;.vin;:: J mer ning sttni·~· 
:neut of eurly date b8Drins thi.f' out: "Tuolumne j_,, ::; col'-
·rhe authenticity of tt:i: :t·.tc-
Ln sto~c houses or caves, but c0nstructed thsir tc1cr~~ or 
"ooc1oum.s" of lirri':ls ancl bo.rk, lcnother :·uu;eJtion i.: t.l01t 

























































thc,•.t the Indians v·ere called "Tel-n-la-me;J", tr1is e:xpla.-
n<Jtio.n seems the m::1re satisfactory. 
Spelling of the Name 
In the early da.ys there was fame varj .. J.tion in the 
spelling of the word. The old town of ·ruolumne (on the 
river of that name), fror~ its founding until towa.rd the 
eml of the year 1850, was spelled Toalome mo1·e often 
then any other Vlay in news items tnc' advertiE-ements of 
the Stod::ton 'Times. TowHrd the mJ.ddle of tha.t ye<.:r, the 
following question cppeared: 
4 
r,;uery 1--Can e.ny of our readers gi.ve a.ny informE.tion res-
prcting t be word "'Tuolumne"? f·;hieh of the followtng ts 
correct? Toalome, Tuolame, Tuolur.me, Toulumne, Toue.lome, 
T'!io.lame, J Tuolawme, Toulawme, Twa1nulme, Twuolawme, 'l'uou-
loUJnme? .. 
Woods Crossing 
·The history of Tuolumne Coun;y .roperly commences 
vdth the date of its discovery by the Amertc;:ms, early 
in 1848, :ctt wlJich time a party of Philadelphir:ms Cc'.me to 
'.om's Crc,c1.c. They were the vangu:' .. rd of that unprecerlented 
r•?ve of immi;:;rnt:Lon tbEtt browc; ht ·~hrongs of golu seekers 
cMi aCiventurers to the gale> fields of the Soutb.ern i1Unes. 
They nsmrd the creek which they b11d discovered Looc;s Creek 




J. H. R.icler, and Ch~rles Ba_ssett ;ere also of this party.l 
TnE:y t•ere in c>carch of thc famouc El Doro,oo, c_ncl camped on 
tbe creek one evening. A few mir utes pro spec ti ng t IKe nc-_t. 
I 
!Jlorntng, before breaking co.mp, yJ elded such promisinr;', re-
t:1rns tbut tl-Jey decided to remair and mine. 'There t·eing a 
n:" tL:tral crosE:ing over the creek 1 here they b:. d rn1•c': e camp, 
(, J-rl-.:;---{o!___i----:r-.s-t-----{TP-t;.-t;.;l-G-m r_:~-t-he_c_ame kno '·;Ill e. s ·;;:\ 0 0 d. s e r 0 [:; 0 i ng • N (·~\V s 
---- ---
·:-;f the rich ::Jtr:Lke spread rapidl:r a,nd a.n increDsing number 
of imn:igrlmts turn•:d their steps this ''ay, 
Sonora 
The next settlement was made by "' party or SonorlE-.n 
;.rluic:J_n:" •;;lJo pushed up '''ooc1s Creek 8bout four milet: beyond 
-.-_·oocls Cros:oing nnr' located Campo Sonoreno or Hi:.:onorian 
;wobn_bly the .sprir; of 1.849 when the f'Lrst 1\.ncricans D.r-
:r:Lve(1, The PX8.Ct o.te of their 8rr:Lval :ls (:cubtful, tl'DU',~h 
·,-f"l'o'J umon,·: the firf,t. Keeler entered upon c:gricu1tur::·l 
pur·2)ui tn on l~J.n.Cl later occu_picd bY Messr.s. ·rurner, Clc..r1:e, 
J ' -Cln fi ,, n ·nrl o~hPr c 3 Bo"t".-''1 tl-.I.P ~;onora. and ~-,oocJ.s . o.nn:::•~:, ~en.-:-,e , r.:.'. __ . tJ ::..- ·.:-~ l _ 
,-, 
f., Ibici . , ~1-. 
6 
Creek~, 1rb ch flow· throug} the to:nn, D.s ·.vell DS thEl tri-
butar"' gul• hes, ·;·,ere founr' to be immensely rich. Tlle gold 
•:·'''E' very cr ·''.rse and tbe cla.im.s yielded many nug::;ots 
·:•eichJng f1 :m one to twenty pounds apif1Ce. id thin ,, :o}Jort 
time the ;:JC:mla.tion of Sor:ora. :.as macle up of' peo;;lc from 
t·.1 mo.s:t rv cr·;;r cl imf:. It ·v·.~e s a. ~londescript cot:1muni ty, cos-
mor)ol:.t ta.n 1.n t be extreme~I:d---:1:t.-:-t-he--ne-i-g-l-il3er-i-HG--E~-:1~:,:-g-b-n-g,s~---
it cnulrl h:>C'.st of ma.ny mel" and women of the hi.ghe:ot cbaroc-
ter G nd rw.ny of the 1 ovre s t • 
Jamestown 
·rhe next settle:ment, on V:ood.s Creek, was m~>.de in 
1\ugm::t, 1848, by George F. James, commor ly called Colonel 
,James, ·;·ho loco.ted four mlles southiiest •Jf c uonora. Her(; 
he nntPrf)d irito e:x:tens i ve mining opera tJ ')l1S, in the cou.rse 
of •crhi.ch a villo.ge was found.ec" and called Jamcstown.l De-
poc:its of the precious metal in thi.s vicinity were extreme-
1:/ rich D s is shown by the s.tc.tement, since m&Cl.e, that more 
gold or;.s tE1ken from Wooc.s Creek than from any othnr cn~ek 
of it,s size ln Ca.lifornia.. Colonel James was "· lawyer and 
c. r)c cul<J.tor nnd man-of-the-·world who h9.d come from San Fran-
cicco. He spent a :few da;'s at Woods Croc>sing, then moved a 
I'· 10 11'' st:re~m where hP locatnd ·rradition baf, it t~1et }:.r.:: ·1'. . ' . l· ' 0 • u . ' ,, • 
ot.t,Prc· l'o the Hbard graft", but woncuc!. b.is brain overtime. 
7 
tifiE~d with numerous mining ventures, some of whl.cb ::;bowncl 
the latter becE•me the more abundant and h<i found him:oelf' 
stTuggling undE>r debts be could never hcfle to "square uptt, 
hc: too\~ the meens or squaring up used bJ mn.ny fremied fi-
•' 
~-'~~~-'-,.~--~-,~~~:1:11'r~:-::::1!1:e::::::-:~::~~:::·-t.-p~~-Ci-e-~£-.-:~e communi tyn 








cc UJNJting wc.s held and tr.e name of the _place cllanged to 
"American Camp. tt The new name h"Jo n p<ltrlotic ring to 
it, but Vl2.s too new and too long and dl< not stick. The 
minerc: preferred the old, shorter, more f'amlliar mnne which 
CO'J.ld be corrupted to ttJimtownn, a.nd so by unanimous con-
~ent the origina.l name W£1S rE:vived D.nd Jamre>stown :Lt i.E: to-
c1cl;[' exce9t to those who still shorten it to "Jimtown." 
Tuttle town 
Tbe :::ettlement la.ter knovm as Tuttletovm bF,ge.n its 
J"toJ7 ::s Mormon Gulch because of the fact that a comp<1ny 
of laormons had settled there in t J;e spring of 18c8.1 
~.bout thE? time Colonel JG.mes ·,c;as beg:Lnni.n·" the set-
t·.l_.--wPnt. ;-1 t .Ja.tr:estown, .Judge TuttlE· arrived G.t Mormon Gulch. 
Il•c-tcc·c' of' putti.ng up .. 0. cloth tent or McxiCti.D Ec:-mnd.:: or 





ln·usl1 home D,S the others had done, hE'> built tJ.mself a 
log cubin. Th01Jgh he was not tle first to arrive, his 
lo'T cuhin ; :;s the first c>ttempt. at. a pretentious clv·el1ing 
r• '1rJ .'.eemecl like a pe.lacc among its surroundings. I'hi<J, 
lct·c fir:ot log cabin in the county, became the nuchnJ.s of 
:c vill.c,.gc• v:llich, accorcting to the cu~.:tom of the times, 
~es ru:mecl Tuttlctown.l 
Jackass Gulch 
.Jnck;:Ds Gulch v.r.~; settled in thE> early c:ununer of l8ct8, 
Th~ story .~ops tf:tflt a je.ckB.ns. strayed e.wEJ.y from Mormon 
C:nlch, ·:rhe ownGr ,'.:et out to sec,rch for it llnc1 fimJ.lly 
founc1 it " mile or so up the river and near Yih' t i~.· now 
knoc:n .1s RobinEon 's Ferry, in a gulc:1 nt the f8ot of 11 
c:teep hill, clown v:hich it had fallen. Hence the inclq;unt 
n~'.tnE. "'DS opplied to tho bill and gulch. In finding the 
jc,ckD.ss the oFnor 0.lso founci. rich deposits of com·se ~,le-
cer gold. lvlan:>r rich pocket mines P:Te lor.ated in thP 
gulch ond tho bi:j-1, and this region at oncG took rrmk a:~: 
he:i.~1g among the ver~' richest of tho diggin:;s. Major l.lea.ns 
' t 1 1''10 "00 f 1 . f' lOC l•.nd his brotner uOOK 'ii' J'-·. rom G. C a:Lm Q_ . qquare 
i's0t. Thoy also discovered on their clr:, im o o.uartz vein 
:·:l1Lch ran two-thirds of its weight in gale). A Mr. Carri.ng-
ton fct:nd n vein which paid f'rom ~";100 to it300 2 clBy for 
1 Herbert 0. Lang, History of Tuolt:mne Co., Calif'., 3; 
2an Francisco Bulletin, October., 1857. 
-





:{eo.rs by simply pounding the rock in a mor-te>r ,1 
Big Oak Flat 
Big Oak Flat, ''bout eighteen miles ~:ou th of i:oonora, 
·'' s so no mod because of the enormous oak tJ ee growing 
9 
throrc•. It w&s fir~:t located. by James D. 0c;.vctge ,,rho stc;.rted 
m.'.n:'.ng there in 1849. This is the same Jnmes 1·, 1-,;wege who 
r'!i.c·.covered the famous Yosemite Valley not far o.wa.y, Soveg_e _____ _ 
emnloyed e lD.rge number of Indians of the neighborhood and 
'nio them in blankets and provisions and in protection e.-
·-;,·tinst the encroachment of the whites. He had been one of 
vrho with Rev. James \Voods, had settled Yioods 
Cros2i.ng Ln 1848. He had developed a facility for dealing 
···itrJ the Indians n.ncl soon built up a very .lucrative busi-
of c:old at Big Oak Flat were in a bed of gravel from two to 
t ·c-nty f ec;t deep on a bedrock of granite, 
A '.!uarrel ;::rose between one Rose, a Texan, und LotD.rio, 
">n InrJien Chief, in vrhioh Rose sta.bbed Lot<>rio to death • 
l'hc Inc1ians retaliated, shooting Rose with their e.rrons. 
ToKe v•hite~; thereupon attacked .the Indians. <:.nd killed <::. 
n:Jml·,er of them. Rela.tions between the IncE<J.XlS c:nd wr..i tes 
·~r-cr-·mn vr·ry f:.treined, ~vber·eupon Sc~.vage .&J8.tcbec1 up tb.e dif-
r·i.c•Jlt:; <.nd moved away with most of the Inc"ians to a point 




in the mountains. 
Columbia 
Columbia, the "Gem of the Southern Vlines", was the 
L'.rgest end probably the most inter,Jst:Lng of all the towns 
of early Tuolumne County. It is lo:ated four miles north 
of Conore.. Gold was first discover )d there :Ln March, 1850; 
!------f~'. ---~-,--------.-----.--.----.------------- ---------.------ - -- --------




nN;s of its deposits. ·rhere a.re nt least two versions of 
it:; discovery. One story is that t 1e discovery was made 
by a party of Mexicans from Santiag) Hill about a mile 
northwest. ·rheir operations were observed by a. party of 
Amr:ricans, including Dr. Thaddeus Hildreth, his brother 
G<'orge Hilc1reth, and John Walker, \'villiam Jonel3 1 and Alex-
;•mler Ca.rson. Being told that the place wo.s rich, they 
r: to.yerJ to try their luck and found it rich beyond tJ;leir 
cxpPctDtions. They returned home for supplies to 
I l<iJ.St for 
' . 
I'"'Ver<Jl 1e:eeks c.nd then came back to. their cliscofery ~vhlch 
they n~~ called "Hildreth's Diggings.'' 
( 
Anoth;"r story is that the same group of Americans en-
C'"mped one night under an oa.ll: tree Lln.t stood on vrhat is 
lrY·" L:n in fJtreet. A heavy rain had fallen during the night; 
:·· n(i · :hilP tbey· \>Vere remaining in cr-J.m~) the next morning to 
, :··· nJJt tbcir blonkets, Mr. \,falker prospected in a little 
1 ; cJ·,·::Hlree': Qf.__j;lle P::wific Slope, 3f; 
'l"r:,, rt 0. k'n0;, 1-Iist •.. of Tuolumne_Co,_,_ Cal:i,f., 54-55. 
11 
gulch leading up ';o wh 't is now known as Kennebec Hill. 
The rNml ts werE' ;o en :oura.ging thD.t the party decided to 
spend the d<~y in 1:x:a.mi.1ing the neighborhood, The result 
I 
wa's that they loc >.ted :.t this point.1 
Thus there v.lll ever be the question as to whether it 
was discovered by Mexicans or Americ2ns, but it is certain 
;---.-cul.l-L·--!JJ'-'-'"_1 '~"''''""'''-"''""--'"""'--""""""--""-"·"'"'~<>. v;e_r: _ _c_lllj_!!Jtlg_ t_he r e f rom the 
very n.rst. However, dUring th3 fir ·,t few days it was 
soin'etimes called '' llUdreth 1 s Diggin[Sll :fir om the Hildreth 
brothers, the sup:c)osec'! discoverers, and sometimes "American 
Campti from their naticnality. 
The following item a.ppeared in the Stockton ·r:tmes of 
April 1?7, 1850: 
Americs.n Camp (Four Miles above Sonorr) 
Our agent, Mr. McKiernan, kindly informs us that 
they have visited thiE' exceedingly rich 11 diggings 11 and 
thC>.t they have :o:een up1Yards of sixteen ounces washed out 
of one pah, the labor of two hours; a lump of seven 
pounds was taken from the same hole, which they consider 
" very beautiful specimen of quartz. and gold. 
Ah;o on MD.y 11, 1850, the follotdng Dppeared: 
Columbia City 
This is tbe n.B.me Vlhich has been given to e. new city 
dtuatecl ,_,_bout four miles above the town of Sonora and 
~lre['cly contR.ins e. population of 5, 000 persons. 
1 Herbert 0. Lang, Hi~t. o_:t ·ruolumne Co., Calif,, 2~~; 
HPckdorn ond 'Wilson, Business lJirectory, 12-5-6. 
:-
·~--:---:-------- --·----·-- --------------~---:----------~----·-· ----. '------·- -- ·---
12 
Extraordinary Discovery .--Mr. Peter lvlahl.n of Sonora 
informs us tbnt the present placer at Columbiri City is not 
lPE'"' thE.n three miles square. On Frida.y last a Mexican 
found n lmnp of gold lying near the surface weighing four 
pound~; r:!,nc1 syven ounce.s, a.nd he, Iv1r. ]!laban, also hHs in 
his roe":es"::L6n a lump weighing seventeen ounce:> found near 
the smne :c:oot, .The placer has been dis.covercd to be of 
eYtrrorC:inilry depth.- Throughout th8 whole depth, from 
c;i;: feot below the surface gold in great ebun.dance b<Js been 
t2Jwn out from many holes. M:i.ners ·. hD.Ve been taking out from· 
four t0 f:t vr:: ·pounds of gold per clay. 
On the ~?9th cln.y of April, 1850, the diggings were 
formr;~lly named Columbia by Major FarnsVIorth, ~hjor Gulli van· 
r·w1 rr. r. E. Ale;:ander. Columbia demonstrrd;ed one of the 
·:.ni.c:kost r•ncl lo.rge:c:t growths f11 the hie: tory of mining taTms. · 
r.y tlw end of the .followJng April, or loss th:Jn 45 Ci.ays 8.f-
kr t1x d:Lc'covsry, tbcre are said to hnve been. more tb.an 
c'i? tl'nusc·nd personro iri the neighborhoocl.,l and the popula-
ti0n coon re:1.chec1 15,000. Columbia thu~: became the second 
lcrc·['t c:Lty i.n t11e st.ute. There is n tr.•dition thD.t in 
lC!5~: Columbir lost u movement for loc2tinr: the stste Capi-
1:ol tlcr·:l'A by just trro votes. 
ts 0vt~ence of its lnr~~ness ~.nd liveliness, it is 
. , L' tlc: t, soon r:ftor i t8 fcund:Lng, it contatned 103 Faro 
··~· ;.,, · ctive operc•tion and a gambling CD.pitr'.l of betneen 
<) 
n·!.~. J.i. '<' ::n.cJ r:t million D.nd a ffi.lf dollars,'" 
.Lt tllc' c:losco of l85i the town bud four banks, three 
.. I ~ ' ; i_C • ' 
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a pr:Lntlng of:t'lcc, D theCJ tre, a br:e~"' ry, church<.~S and 
lo0.ges, :=: fchool [d1C1 an t:unphithcD_trc for beo.r DJ.1.d bull 
fi[~ht:o, four livery .st.·.~,bles, IJ.nd obc'r t 90 other bu:ci.ness 
lYlUScs, :• m:tlit11.r~·r organi"·E,tion und 1 fire department. 
DlJI'l:r.J.g the spr U:1g a ..nd eo.rly sumr. er D.fter :its di~;co-
VGt:', r:;olcl continurc1 to be token orl'l; :Ln lo.rgo O:!uant:t ties, 
Ls :.mrumor creme on the miners vrerE' .forced to co.rry tbe:Lr 
jj---
r flirt .in f:~-~tCl'.:f~ to tbe streDmS and v~Tl.B}. lt .in-roclcer.:!., Yet 
m:my •.7ere n.ble to ,:_·D.E'h out flve or :;) x ounce.s n day b:I 
tb:Ls lr.·borious proce.•:s. By midsummer tbe sco.rci ty of 
·r:1ter been me cri t1co.l 11.nc, before WB.ter ':a.s brought dorm 
:Ln J.c.rge r1uontitius by ditches a.nd flumes from· the l1igher 
regions to supply the entire terri tory, the m:Lnen: r:ere 
:cccm:tomecl to ec.rry their gold berrinc r:;ravel do1:•·n to 
Spr:Lw;fislrJ. :Ln ec,rtf' ,,_nd wo sh it out thore. Th<.crs ·:~ers 
ofte.n. DE· L1D.ny ,a.s J.EO carts running D.t the sn.me ·:.ime. In 
Other Cettlements 









:~awmill Fl:1.t, w.·n:· on Columbia's limestone belt, ·They al-
so included Ch:Lnc•sc Co.mp, Jacksom ille, Montezuma, Poverty 
Ell" J_,] Al• .. •·~·t·"'~ "'o"l<·b;cy'J llr ' 1" CJ " l ·1:' h ... ., ..... C.:,\..:..: .• _.I.LC,..' f-.' \...1 .:• i .. <.:), (..1.1 0 •.1.€'.l O:C8e, V;r uc .... wsre 
coi. thcr on or ne2r the Tuol1lmne River, c:.s vrn·e 0lso Haw-
1-til~ 's Bor, Ct.e•len.' 2 .Ber, Indie.n B.'J.r, TGYIJ.~;. Bar, 1v~organ' s 
Bar·, Don 
numerous 
Pc.C]ro '~j Bar, Hoger's Bar, o.nd GiWe'tt 's Bar, vrhere 
I 
a~tempt;s T(ere mack r:s :..;t JocksonvilJ.e to turn the 
river ::·.~•ide so as to mine the rived;ed, 
Jackso1wiJ.le founded in t .e spring of 18,19 by 
Colon.o•l A~ M. J"aclwon. He discover •d Gold wl:wre Sullivant s 
Creek .flov·.:s into. tlie Tuolumne Hive"·. He. :•t once bull t D 
r:tore bnilding ::~o as to be re~•.dy t) suppl:• the mJ.ners he 
' knew wonlc[ stumpec1.c to the new dig ;ings. JE•ckson w2s pre-
ceedsd. i.n tbls loca tlon by 8 . . man rnmed Smrc'.rt v:ho took no 
interest in mining but tilled the soil a.n'l sP.t out fruit 
trcc.'J. 'This 7Ja·s the first brchar6 in 'ruolurnne County (;,.nd 
During the summer months, vrhcn the river Vlc1.ter v-ras 
lo''', oll tb.e residents turned to mining the riverbed. 
: Vr-r:Lous attempts v1ere macle to bold the water b2.ck or di-
vert :Lt i.nto oth?r channels, 1 but the fre~:hr3ts and floods 
r-:rov·~ ths miners out .::tnd cJestroycd their trvork. 
J. 1\.tr:xi.ore 11. HH.t8.n·, History of CalHornia, III, l3:J. 
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'l'he lc~.rg(,~;t E>nd roost expensive of i.her.e works. we.s 
Dttemptecl. in 1850 v1hen 8. stone dam WIJS thrown D.cross the 
ruolunme .River and u canal 8:5.80 feet long dug to divert 
the v::Jter. Just ts it was being f:Lnished a freshet svrept 
evc:r:ythLng c.wa.y. Not disheartened the prom.otcrs constluc-
clom o.ncl for a while tool< CDut over o thou:;:D.nc1. 
dollo.rt3 c. rhc;y-. For n. number of yr;an; ti"•o;re<:•ft8r they 
lmil t loc; diJ!llS and. were richly repaid for tl:r,·ir efforts .1 
Chincc:e Camp, obout eight miles south of boriora, vm.s 
c'O '.lctmed from the Chinese wbo settleo tbern. It vras n 
'l . . . p. ;:leer~ m1.n1.ng town of "dry cligg:i.ngs" e.nd not 11. greo.t deal 
coulCI be Clone until oitches furn:tshed a I>lentiful supply 
of r·.'·tPr. Chinese Camp ottracted. most o' the Mongolian 
popul8.tion of this section and in a short time it beca.me 
1:.1:'/cir 11 li ttle Peking." 
" · f · ld r· c. el' veo' its name from. t:Jio remarlwbl<' 0pr1ng le e - - _ _ 
~::1r-Lngc' ~U[Jposed. to run undor Knopp 1s Rc ncb just east 
of Columbia. One of the early founders and residents of 
the pJ.,qcc v:as the entsrprh:ing Dona Joscfa Valma.seda, 
formr~rl;? of GnJJ.y:r:n.s, L;on0r2.. It e.ppear~ thn.t ~~be Cl.:s-sis-
k'() tho i<m8ricc>ns during the Mexican Wa.1· ·and tbus incur-
r~.~~rl the J.Jo::::.tility of' the Nlezica_n Governr1cnt cJnd ·r~'DS ob-
1 Lesourcc:l' ,:f t;w Pa.cific blope,. 38; 
E. 0. LDng, Flist, of Tuolumne Couny, Calif.,. 51-53. 
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t':> LprLnr~f:Leld r.'here she l1:Lrec1 ·wme of her countrymc:n oncl 
:::7!-nJD ':.-·a.s Tuol: ·mne County ~~ ?ttled. Peo~·Jl8 cv.me from 
tl:~C''? UJC·.C:e Ul1 8, portion of tha.t ::-ucgcr bancl--tlJe [.•ioneers 
':.on1rJ God tb:·.t rio, Their children were ES they, 
Gn::'.t ~:O'J1H'l, brove hearted [J.nc] of d:tuntless will, 
F,lcGd:i to Care, responsive to tlle :;till · 
Con1pelling voice th~.t cc;.lled th ;m night e.nd. clay 
Ji'1~n1.~1 tl-11s far \\'est 1 v,:here sleep:in ~ gre~J.tness lqy, 
. DicJ.-ing he1~ tiule. \\auLd. Go·o. 1Yt; :_nc1"f the tln111 
Th'1t P7ClUiSi t(cly tormented them U 1til 
ThcJ'. ~~toad up stron.g and resolul:;o. to obey. 
God, tuFJ.1ts· uS ltke them, VJorthy of therr:; shrJke 
Our ''oqls with ,::ir0nt c'ec:ires; our dull eyes :::et 
On SC)I:Y~ hi:(h st~:;r vrLose -_quenchle[~· :::. lig·;.-~t vrlll ~vo.ke 
Os from ouT dreamf:, Ecnd gu:Lde u:3 from this fen 














·· n(~: n1l t t:.c r-rst.:::. -------uoo-a-rurt-une----o:tt-end-ed-e...-lmo-s-t----a.-1-l_.---t-he---
diggings. 
The ty9ical prospector usually wore a woolen shirt, 
tro,lr;ers, heavy boots, and slouch bat, 1 leather belt 
carryin,g a pistol and a Bowie or butcher knife. When he 
travelled on foot, he carried a roll of blankets, a knap-
sack, containing pork, beans, flour, salt, sometimes cof-
fee and team, a. disb or two, a gold pan, a shoveJ. a.nd 
sometimes a piclc. If he was lucky enough to have a pack 
animal, he had a larger and more varied supply of provi-
siotn:, cooking utensils, clothing, bedding, tools, etc. 
iihen several traveled. together with pack animals they 
often had a tent ,l 
The simplest method of mining was with the pan. 'The 
~old pun vro.s a sheet iron pan with sloping :oides 12 to 
18 inches in diameter and· three or four inches oeep. The 
p."n, with the earth to be washed, ·;o.s held under water and 
agitated vdth o. peculiar circular c'ation which was calculated 
./ 
to vrash the lighter particle over the edges while the 
heavier ones settled tc the 1 attorn. Larger nuggets were 
picked out as the washi1g pre ceeded, and the smaller 
particles of' gold, be in; dem gr tban the rock, were col-
. lected in the pa.n as th' finE L result of the washing. In 
prospecting new ground ·.he pa 1 was invariably used to 
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test the richness of th __ lU1_5l:KPer_ienced_hancLcould-~ c---
save nearly all the gol' and estimate with accuracy how 
much a body of earth wo1 ld yield.· 
In some instances, in very choice localities, where 
the ggld was coarse, the pan r~ith dispensed with and the 
gold was scooped or picl< eel out of crevices with spoons 
and knives. 
An improvement over the ,Jan for washing the gold was 
the rocker which was introduced into Califor:nia by Isaac 
Humphry, a miner from Ge3rgia. The rocker resembled a 
child's cradle with rodkers beneath, but Vlith the lower 
end left open. A hopper or sieve was fixed above the 
upper end. The bottom ' f the hopper was a piece of sheet 
iron or rawh:tde perfora·· ed with half inch holes. The earth 
to be washed was placed in the hopper and the whole then 
rocli:ed from side to sich wh:tle water was poured in on top. 
"Bars" or "riffles" or cleats were tacked crossways on the 
1·o1:t-J::: of the rocker and behind these the fine gold was 





tba t bn.cl. lodged beh .nd the riffles were placed in a pan 
'nd the gold extrnc' ec1 by pe,nning. By this mes.ns more 
•1arth could be washt d than by the pan alone. 
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Where there wa: much very fine gold, mercury (quick-
"l . \ s J._ ve:r, -was added a.l ove the riffles or in the pan~ Since 
mercury bas a great nffinity for gold. it ge.the:red and held 
the finer particles, The meroury was later vaporized and 
When it became necessary to wash larger CjUanti ties 
of earth, the n1ong- tom1t and nsluiceit were resorted to. 
·rhe long-tom consh:i ec1 of a smllow trough .of boards not 
lross thm fifteen fr et long, fifteen inches Wide e.t the 
upper end and incre: sing in width at the lower end, through 
which a continuous . tream of water· was kept flowing. Earth, 
shoveled in at the 1·pper end, was carried alonr by the cur-
rent to neco.r the lo· ·er end where there vras a sieve or 
nricJ.dle. 11 A miner : tood here with a pitch fork or shovel 
ond tru"evv out the 1: rger stones. The· fine!!> ·materials were 
cr.rri.ec1 through anc! fell in tiny streams into a sh<tllow 
bo;: IYlth an open lo·:er end, but with cleats on the bottom 
1 ikP t.Le rocker. ·r 10 mnny tiny streams kept the C:eposi ts 
co:;st2nt.l:,c q?;i tat P.d. The mud and. dirt were w2.shed away 
,-:lLU.s Chc gold was ~aught by. +.he cleats.2 The sluice was 
1 Cb::.rlcs B. Turrill, .Qp.lifornia Notes, 155; Theo. T. John-
son, Calif. a.nd Ore_._ br.Jiirhts in the. Gold Regj...Q..DE., 164; 
F. Gould Buffum, Six _Month:: in the Gold J\llines, 50-52, 61. 
:~ p;o,lph R:Jven (l\, bmw), Gold<m Dreams a.nd Leaden Realities, 
~--·-55'. 
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a .similar but longer wooden trough with sufficient incli-
nation to insure thorough washing of the earth. The gold 
wa.s ca.pturcci by means of cleats or riffles. 
The presence of so much free gold in the gravels of 
the creeks indicated that it had beet washed there from 
Ligher levels, e.nd gs.ve rise to the ~ upposi tion that there 
were 11 
it could be ga tbered in unlimited quLntities. ·rms belief 
ca.used great restlessness among the niners; so much so that 
. they were rarely sa.tisfied long in one place a 1d kept sear-
chlng fo;r: better locations. They weJ:e thus in condition to 
listen to almost any story about new discoveries; and the 
more extravagant the story, the more credence it received. 1 
In time it became clear that there were no fountain 
heads, but tha.t the gold had been forced up with quartz 
by volcnnic nction from lower levels through fissures in 
other rocks, and bad solidified as nuggets, or sheets, or 
threads, or grains mixed with quart,. Ma.ny veins were 
located at or near the ttplacer diggings, tt and many ruwe 
been located further up. As the ph cer diggings began 
"to ploy out, 11 the miners turned more and more to working 
I 
the veins. In places the gold occurred in lar·ge quanti-
t:tss in "pockets" in the QUartz. Tv.:o rich pocket regions 
Y.·sre JB.ck::;_ss Hill a.nd Sonora. 
,J 
Probably the greatest pocket mine e·er discovered 
lies in the very heart of Sonora and is called the "Big 
li' 
'"' " tlOnanza. It has yieided a comfortable fortune to a 
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number of men. If is located on Piety Hill wHhin a few 
blocks of five cl111rches,. It was first worked by Chileans 
in 1851. They took out a large amount of golcl from near 
the surface. Along in 
James G. Divoll, Char·les Clark, and Joseph Bray, who 
worked it for years with little gain. Then one day they 
struck a body of almost solid gold. The next day they 
shippeu lii·160, 000 in gold to the San Francisco 1ti.nt, and 
within a week they had shipped half a million. The mine 
ros s:Lnce produced over two millions .• 
Some Rich Strikes 
In the early years of the history of the county there 
v.'crP mcmy rich strikes, both placer and quartz. Three ' 
men in three weeks took out $30,000 from one hole in the 
new c':iggings at Columbia besides one lump weighing five 
pounds,l A man washed three pounds of gold in half an 
):<cur from earth in front of Colebrook 1 s Bowling Saloon 
tn !1'ormon Gulch.2 11. new placer was discovered in Sonora 
wi:~.cL :·,atd from 16 to 120 dollars per day.3· Six men in 
1 . 
· §tockton Urnes, May 4, 1850. 
f) 
• IHt!., Mt~y ? , 1850, 
~\ 
I~IC., Octoher 25, 1850. 
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the employ of Mr. Pet r Mehen took out upwards of 113 oun-
ces from one hole in he town of Sonora.l 
/ 
Some Chileans 
dug :rrom the new plac r in Sonorfi- one lump of free gold 
weighing 136 ounces a d another weighlng 113 ounces,2 A 
Mr. Bours dismounted J rom his mule to kick off a piece 
of quart~~ with which t i ignite a match to light his cigar 
wide and ran nearly 50; gold. 3 Col. C. K. Gillespie dis-
covered at the. head of Jackass Gulch a rich vein from the 
center of which he took a chunk of free gold worth $201.501 
specimens from the vein assaying $10 to $20 per pound. 4 
Some Large Nuggets 
.f1, nugget containing 75 pounds was found by William 
Gulnac at Woods Creek in 1848.5 In 1850, the next morn-
ing after he reached American Camp (Columbia), Captain 
Anent went for a walk and picked up a nugget weighing 
;& 
}~,_ ,. ,. 1 ] 
' "-i pounc.s. In 1850 a 64 pound nugget was found at So-
6 !'.ora. 
1 Stockton Times, November 9; 1850. 
2 Ibid., November 16, 1850, 
3 Ibid., January 1851. 
4 Ibid., January 25, 1851. 
" 0 All vreights of gold are given in Troy weighif. 
. i 
6 Stocl<:ton Times, March 25, 1850, 
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A 95 ounce and a 66 ounce r.ugget were also found. In 
one week alone 30 nuggets weighing more than three pounds 
e11ch were taken out at Sonora .1 In 1851 a Mr. Wheaton found 
a nugget worth nearly $5,000 in Holden's garden in Sonora.2 
In the same year another resident, on taking an early Sundny 
morning walk among the hills~ si;ubbed his toe on a rock and 
morning a resident of Sonora, leading his mule up Washington 
Street, when attempting to remove a stone from in front of 
his cart wheel, found it to be a 35 pound nugget.4 In 1853 
t~xee Frenchmen, who three days before had offered their 
claim for sale for an ounce of gold, foUnd a lump weighing 
f49 ounces. In 1858 a nugget weighing over 50 pounds and 
containing over $8,500 worth of gold was found by Mr. Strain 
nbout-one-ralf mile east of Columbia on a trail leading up 
the slope where it had been repeatedly passed by many 
others.5 In 1859 Mr. Virgin found a nugget worth $7,000 
n.t Gold Hill near Columbia.6 In the same year a guartz 
boulder weighlng 37 pounds was found near there which, when 
Crtl d:ed, net ted 29 pounds of gold. 
1 St0C\{ton Times, April 3, 1850, May 25, 1850. 
" "' H. 0. Lr,ng, H:i,st. of Tuolumne Co., 64. 
3 Frank nnrryat, .MQuntains and Molehills, 278-79. 
4 G •. J. Player-Frond, Six Months in California, 53 • 
.. 0 §,oc •r:r1 hRt>ort of the State Mineralogist of California,· 
:"~ern.mrnto, l£'.8f;, 147-150. 
e ;;, "· kng, !U,st. of Tuolumne Co., 286. 
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The nsonorian" Lump of Gold 
Early in 1850 a large nugget was found in Sonora. The 
following quotations have been.extracted from newspaper re-
ports concerning it: 
We have seen the eighth wonder of the worldJ We have 
had .in our hands the nsonoriantt lump of gold, weighing 22 
!1VlH!cl;:;, six ounces. This is no clap-trap report circulated 
the e to a ieular locality for pecuniary 
gains •• •••••• -. • lieve-;- --cou-la---- wo-rk---arl.y----Won-..:..---·-
der from stopping ·a newspaper to depopulating a town ••• , 
The following is a brief history and description of 
this fine specimen of the precious metal. During the 
month of January of the present year, three Sonorian Mexi-
cans were following their mining pursuits in the arroyo of 
the town of Senor; and discovered this pile; but they, pos-
sessing rather erratic timbers; being flushed with the 
wonderful success, and stout devotees of the "Rosy God," 
in. a few days had squandered the whole amount in "riotous 
living." The prize afterward fell .into the hands of our 
worthy friends, the firm of Hegberg & Co •. of Sonora, who 
sold it ••••• for a considerable amount to Messrs. Alonzo 
Greene and Joshua Holding, mer.chants of the same place, 
for a very high premium. To our own knowledge these gen-
tlemen have again been offered $2,000 for it above the 
intrinsic value. It is estimated that there are about 
four pounds of common quartz mixed up with the precious 
meta.l, as is generally the casE) with large specimens. We 
believe it is the intention of Messrs. Greene and Holding 
to send it to the states where its beauty and richness 
will doubtless excite a great sensation, not only among 
mineralogists, 
1 
but among those Who are animted by the 
love of money. · 
We are informed upon good authority that the Sonorian 
Lump of ~old has been sold during the week for the sum of 
$10,000, . . 
1 Stocl~ton Times, March 16, 1850 • 
•. 
,: Ibic., March 23, 1850. 
·--------~~- _--?~Zt~;,;;. ~. .___i_~,.~l*!'!~~i:;;~~~!L~;:J.0~_.:.::.::._~_::: __ 2: 
/ 
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The famous Sonorian Lump of 2r pounds was found in 
a .shallow gully a.bout three l:mndreC. yards from, and about 
twenty-five feet above the town of Sonora. The gully bad 
been superficially worked before and it was of the second 
digging that thi.s piece was taken out. 1 
From the time of the discOver;r in 1848,. the produc-
tion· of gold increased rapidly. The total gold output of 
-tb..e-stat_e_dJ:tringl848_ 11'8.5_ J.e~s than a .guarter of a million 
dollars. In 1,849 it was forty tim•Js that amount, and in 
185() it was eighty times as n1Uch. In 1851 it reached 
$75,ooo,ooo, and in 1852 the record output of $81,294,700 
was reached. Since then the yield has gone up and down. 
From the State Mining Bur.eau we learn that the total out-
put from 1848 to 1907 bas beon $1,469,513tE>91, which in--
cludes only that of which public record was made. Profes-
sed authorities place Tuolumne County 1s gold output to be 
at least three hun<lred million.dollars, of which Spring-
field Fla.t alone produced over $55,000,000. 
1 Stoctton Times, March 30, 1850. 
CHAPTER III 
HABITS OF THE MINERS 
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The early miners played an exceedingly important part 
in the formation of the state and in the evolution and de-
velopment of the char~:wter of the Californians. Thus a 
----st:udy0f-13he pecunarrtTes-of 'the old miners,- both as -a-
class and as individuals, becomes highly significant and 
to some extent indispensable, to an understanding of the 
history of the county. 
The earliest miners, or the men of r:4s, _as they were 
sometimes called, were a different class from those who 
came late in '49 and subsequent years.. They Were. chiefly 
of the old population of California who had come out as 
frontiersmen, or in the service of the United States, dis-
chtJrged members of Stevenson's Regiment of New York Volun-
tP~?rs, or of the Mormon Batallion. 
Toward the end of the year others began to come in 
fr0m Oregon· and Mexico. The former were of the same gener-
nl class Gs the Californians; and the Mexicans, cbiefly 
fr•)l'\ Sonora and Sinaloa, while less desirable, kept to 
t.\:(m:;~lves and at first did not exercise much influence or 
c~c·,:~'c mucb disturbance. In the main, the early miners 
.. ,,.,,r, st(,:'<'!y, hard-working men, honest, kind, and mutually 
i·.> l.pr·:t, and not averse to hard labor and privations. They 
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ro"e.re .'1sir;hborly e.nd. friendly e.nd generous and well disposed 
to ono another. There r•as little qua.rreling or disorder. 
Thc·f:'t. c.ncJ ;:·thor crimes were practically un'cnown.l 
Duri.ng the latter po.:rt of 1849 and Un j'ears immecl.i-
:•tcl;r following therG came a change. Tbougb the· adventur-
rrc who cmoe out in these year were, in tl:.2 main, stendy 
from ,'\ settle(]. commu::1i ty life to a wildeTr..ess with the con-
··l. tl(•n:o of whi..ch they had had no experience. Here were no 
nn rulrc•s, no customs o.f binding tmtLori ty, and no 
1·~~· t.T~ ints v,rbB.tever. Moreover, the r rospcct of quick ga.in 
h:::1 ~~:tr•:ctcod ma.ny di~3solute and vicJ ems )enrons, profes-
,, .i.o•'l:01 g.c.mbler.s and criminals .2 When thG "Hounds of San 
r·J·"nci:cco" l:'L'1c1 been bro1wn up ih the summer of 1849, many 
•:" tho •csmberrJ nnde their way to the mines where they con-
Cucl: conc:litions, combined with t~e absence of respec-
•, Uc •I. omen and the lack of refined or even d.ecent 8.nn1se-
.: · , .. L:', occasioned dissipation &nd vice. Ga.mbl i.ng and 
"::1'.""l'l~"'S ruined many who might otherwise beve ec;c8.pecl. 
'o: .c. '.lezic:cns vcerc inveterate gamblers and f·CJ.1iandered 
•ncn:.c c·Uillf· they rJug from the earth at the Monte Table, 
.L · ,, spec.J.dng immigrants, when they had allowed 
··· " ·· " "''Jrrl·"tt, R§collections and Onintons of an old 
__ ·, "'i.l.-),;; Bycm II, 82; Ch::rles H. Ehinn, MinJng 
~-·--· _.)._d:.~·' 1, 118-9. 
· · ct R 1 d o · · f 1' p· "'4." •  • '!'"V· .. ·, ,r.:c.Q • n.n. pJ.nJ.o~1S o an o u. J.oneer_, '-' .~. 
/ 
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thsr;1sel ves to start cl.ovm the deceptive path of indulgence, 
became far worse and traveled .much fCJ.ster than <:my others. 
'iiherever ··the miner penetrated the mountai.ns, the sa-
loon <mel. gambling hquses were the first insti tut.ioris set 
up. Even during those times numerous attempts WE ;~e made 
t-J estimate the number of human wrcc.ks whose ruin was at-
1 high as fifteen percent. 
In spite of ma.ny men of this type, thu early pioneers 
\';ere ~- most active, industrious and .enterprising l:ody of 
men. Four-fifths of them were young men bet'•''een the a.ges 
of 18 arid 35 years, They came from all sections o:f the 
country and from foreign countries. Here the0r found a. 
t:ror,] t leveling tendency in th.'l.t, since all were compell<?d 
to labor, each ma.n was the equal of every other mE> 11, Men 
i'.'ho hn.d been governors' legislators, and judges in other 
rl:.t8G 'Norked beside outlaws and convicts; scholars anCI. 
: tu•.lcnt.s ''.'Orke<l beside the illiterate; those who tad been 
1":· ::t':'':.: worked beside thos.e who had been slaves. 2 
On': effect of this levelil'lg was· i;o elevate, at least 
l >': his ovrn mind, the lovv- grade man. A more comma n and 
'"T' l rff'cect ·,vas to level pride, since everyone had to 
1 .L••::~r I .. Tyson, M. ·D., Diary of a Physicia]Lin C:J.lif., 10; 
L: •J:·:ore H. Hittell, Hist9ry of Calif., III, 163, 
, .. 
J. Pl~H! 1,~·(:·r U.:;gazine, III, 132. 
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work wit 1. his hands if he wished. to live. Ex-legislators, 
larryers, physicians, clergymer. and mer chants drove oxen 
or mule::, cooked, made hay, bf uled wood and performed alJ! 
kinds of menial tasks .1 tabol' was dignified and honorable. 
Every man passed for. what he v•as. · Soeial dista.nctions 
.I 
were obliterated. Those who clid not live by actual pbysi-
c:al toil were regarded as a sort of parasite. At first, 
Pverybody was honest and thefts and robberies were unknown. 
Some attribute this to the fact that everyone went armed 
:1nrl knew that swift retribution would follow crime,2 .. though 
it was undoubtedly due rather to the spirit of the men. 
Vlhen conditions changed during the winter of 1849-GO, 
th" spirit changed also, and it became necessary to guard 
one 1 s :n·op(;rty carefully.· One cause of the change was tbe 
great influx CJf criminals, especially from Australia. 
f,n'Jther cause was the severity of the winter which preven-
•.~cl sup,llies reaching the outlying mim,s. Many were trus 
f'0rced to abandon their mines and seek refuge in the ci-
~: ics. 'The lack of emplOyment,- together with depraved 
m.or~ .. ls CJnd bad example, induced many to resort to stealing 
fc:>r n subsistence, and there thus began the extraordinary 
1 \. Delano, Life __ on tl'1e Plains and Among the Diggings, 242. 
~j 
' Jr'mes 1. Tyson, 1~. D., Diary of a P£r.i:sician in Calif., 58; 
~'rc.ncc Marryat, Mountains· and Moleh:i)J&, 249. 
Z·O 
season of crime famous in California mtning hi. story. The 
most atrocious crimes, including murder, became common, 
and in time the vigilance committees and lynch law came 
into being. 
Pro.bably the most marked and best characteristics of 
the miners were their kindness and hospitality, their 
women. They were ever ready to give assistance to the 
sick or destitute. 
When respectnble women became numerous and the miners 
b<:c:nnc marriPd men there vras a great change for the better. 
Ther" was less low conduct, less coarse conversation, less 
drlnking, less gambling, more refinement, more civilization 
:1nc1 mJrp culture. It has often becm stated that the first 
'lr>:>nr.r; ·:r'l'J :.1rrived in Sonora were the two sisters·, 1t<triana. 
n.:tl Jr>su~; J:".amirez, but the latter, who became the wife of 
that distinction belongs to other 
!J ::i.<~:'n ·;·omen of the house of Leon who arrived several 
"""'.,~,-~··.(~ ,·lr,,..,,r:ou<·l·y 1 
..,.," '\, • I ·' ·,_ ' . ,o,l • 
7'." r.,llo?:ing quotation from an editorial of the 
'l :·:·· :·.-·:: ·· T':c~ the upward trend. and expresses gratifica-
l '('' 




We are gratified to' see the markec impx·ovement that 
ha.s taken place in the society of our J i ttlE> city in the 
past year. As a.n evidence of _this, wi i ness how different-
ly the Sabbath is observed. on past y( s.rs on this .sa-
~red day there might have been seen a jantastically dressed 
Mexican clown, preceded by a band _of sl ockingly b~cd music, 
pclracling the streets and notifying the citizens of a_ bull 
and bear fight about .to come off. Now, instead, at the 
same hour of the day, troops of rosy f(ced, quiet, order-
ly children are seen returning from Sunday School, and ' 
well dressed men and women on their iva;r to the Ho>lse of ' 
\'iophip, We can boast now of five cbmcbes of di:'ferent 
dd1ominations and all of them well attended--goo<c evi-
----d. eu.ce-of---acrt-Etd\ra;1c;;; d-s·b-e.b-e --oi'---0 i-v-il i z a-t i-e-n-.- --
Then, on the same day, the city was crowded ·:vi th the 
inhabitants of surrounding camps, quarreling, fighting, 
<)rink:Lng, swearing, squandering the bard-e:J.rned msans of 
the past week at the gambling table, or at' some low bro-
.thel. Now, althoUgh not such as could be wished, things 
are cbangeu. The day is regarded by the public generally 
more as one of rest from labor, and not as one of debau-
chery 8.nd dissipation. 
And what has caused this great ch8nge ir public sen-
timent? To what else can it be attributed bu; to the 
presence of woman; virtuous, pure, sympathizi 1g woman; 
Whose influence is as effective in the format ·.on of pub-
lic character, as it is felt in the domestic :ircle; the 
(lreat controller of public opinion, without w 10m society 
is dull and existence a blank. 
S:he very considerable accession to our P•Jpulation in 
tbe 1:· s t year of some fairer portion of' God 1 s creation is 
a souJ·ce of intense gratification to all, and we indulge 
in thrc pleasurable anticipationithat the coming year will 
furni::h a still larger number. 
!iuring the first year in the·mines, gold was often 
left exposed without fear of its being tal{en. Money was 
borrowed on honor. The borrower expected to return the 
loe.n ct his earliest convenience but did not want to be 
1 Sonora Herald, March 25, 1854; H. O. Lang, Hist. of 
Tuolumne CoWlty, Calif., 128-9 • 
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asked to do so. 'he following quotation expJ·essed the 
condition at Big lak Flat: 
From the Mines 
Mr. White: 
Oak Flat, Dec. 24, 1850. 
••••••• 
Where in the whole world can. a parallel to this be 
seen? And then t >o, the men employed in that which the 
\7iseacres in the •ld states would fain make t.s believe 
-------""~--"'-'---"~"?'~'t;;~~;~·l~d~-"s:~e~e~k,.,.-~~·':_' ng. _ Men are not mere peaceable 
·n -e wne:r•e there_ are -some three 
or four thousand ,eople scattered around, we have neither 
Court or Justice •f the Peace, and consequently no law. 
11 But, 11 you e 1quire, tthow do you settle the difficul-
ties which will a .. ways arise among so many men?" Si!nply 
l:>y arbitration, w tich for three reasons is better than go-
ing to law: 
. st--It is more sure. 
>nd;...-It is the quickest. 
;rd--And last b~t not least, it is the 
cheapest. 
The mines we ·e not the place for men of sensi tiv'e or 
refined natures, 'or, unless one bad an extraordinary 
strength of chara >ter to resist the strain, he was car.., 
ried away in the 11.niversal swirl of excitement. 
Rough as the early population was, it c:mtained many 
11en of int.ellectuc.l vigor and strength of character who 
mde their mark irt the development and progress of the 
3to.te. Among the::e may be mentioned J. M. Jones, Benja-
m.in F. Moore, Oli·rer M. Wozencroft, and Benjamin s. Lip-
plnce>tt, members of the· State Constitutional Convention 




of l8·I9, and Charles M. Creaner, Isaac s. K.; Ogier, James 
W. Coffroth, and Leander Wiernt, prominent judges and 
lawyers .I 
At first there were no gold scales and the' value of 
gold VIas guessed a;t. 
i 
A pinch of gold represente<fl. a. dollar, 
a teaspoonful was called an ounce, while a. wineglass full 
paf:sed as ~:100. All counters and gaming tables were 
·------ ---- -- ----- -------- --------- --
covered with blankets -Eo catch the gold that was dropped.2 
Diversions 
Besides drinking and gambling the miners indulged in 
other diversions, such as dancing, where some men took the 
parts of ladies, amateur theatricals, witnessing cock-
fights and bull fights, and bull and bear fights. 
The larger mining towns boasted theaters from an ear-
ly. date and many of the famous actors and actresses of 
those days played before audiences in the mining camps. 
When enterto.inment was scarce the miners themselves pro-
duced their own plays •. 
ln. o. Lang, Hist. of Tuolumne Co •• Calif., 125-6. 




As tim~ went oh and men became more settled they re-
membered the social institutions they had left in the 
East and began to es.tablish them here. Husbands brought 
out their wives and families. Miners married servant 
were founded. Lpdges, churches and schools were estab-. 
lished. 
Lodges 
The earliest record of a lodge meeting follows: 
The first Masonic Meeting was held at Sonora on the 
28th day of April, 1850. A lodge is about to be organized 
immediately, working under the dispensation of the Grand 
Lodge of the State of New York.l · 
The Masons laid the cornerstone of their hall June 
2.q, 1851. Those who took part in the ceremony were Charles 
ll. Radcliff (Master of Ceremonies), Judge Tuttle, E. Line-
berg, Mayor Dodge, A. L. Chatfield, Captain Tormey, Wil-
liam Perkins (Orator of the Day), W. Vyse, Major Sullivan 
and others. This building was constructed of adobe and 
its life was very short. On the eighteenth of the follow-
Ing January the interior was completely burned out. Rain 
1 Stockton Ti!lill.!'l, May 4, 1850. 
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:'ell upon the unprotected walls making them unsafG and 
w•rt of them fell in. The county contracted to rElpair 
t.ln building and use it as a courtroom, but for some rea-
20n did not do so, and the remaining walls were later 
pu.sh•?d in, This building stood on the corner of Church 
and Vias1rl.r\gton Streets. 
The following is taken from the 
C. Gunn, r ncl er date of Dec. 26, 1851: 
diary ot' ]llr.s. Lewis . 
The ]l,_asons held a celebration today in a pouring rain. · 
They must have bad a fine time walking around town in .the 
·mud. They had some music and were dressed up in aprons, 
blue sashes, etc., but every man had his trousers either 
rolled1 up or tucked. in his. boots, and some had on rubber coats. 
Sonora was not the only town to boast of a lodge. 
Soon Columbia bad a Masonic Lodge, as also did Groveland. 
Sonora, Columbia, Jamestown and Big Oak Flat all had 
their Odd Fellows Lodges at an early date. The old brick 
hall built in the 50's by the Odd Fellows of Columbia is 
still the meeting p:liace of the .~odge today, as is also 
the or:.e in Big Oak Flat. 
Religious Affairs 
Religious affairs, as is usually the case with all 
new settlements, especially mii1ing towns, did not at first 
receive much consideration. · A slight sprinkling of God-




fearing men began in a quiet way to make their influence 
felt as early as the fall of 1849. About this time Padre 
Arnault settled in Sonora. He came from Hexico and gave 
freely to endow the first Roman Catholic Church which was 
completed in the summer of 1850.1 
St. Anne's Church was erected at Columbia in 1856. It 
is situated on a hill overlooking the town and the vast 
limestone region that yielded so much gold. The church 
stands as a testimony to those stalwart pioneers who paused 
long enough in their mad rush for gold to erect. a temple in 
. Which to worship the Giver of the great bounty. The Pres-
byterian Church (still used today) was built in Columbia 
the following year. 
In Sonora· the followers of the Epispocal faith held 
their services in thfli Court House until 1859 when the St. 
James Episcopal Church was erected at the bead of Washing-
tDn Street, where it still stands like a sentinel guard-
tng the town. The church was built by popular subscrip-
tion and at one time was partially destroyed by fire. The 
l.~ethoclist Epispocal Church was built on Yaney Street at a 
cost of $3,300. It was conceded to be the finest church 
building in the county. It was 35 by 40 feet and extended 
90 feet upwards to the top of the spire. It was built 
1 H. 0. Lang, Hist. of Tuolumne Co •• Calif., 21-22• 
~f. ' . ' 
i' 
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mder the supervision of 
'ield, and was completed 
the contrac .or, Mr. George Fair-
in just twe:ve days.1 That many 
:1..'td respect for the better things in life is shown by the 
fact that by March, 1854., Sonora could boast of having 
five churches of different denominatlons, and all were 
well attended. 
As family life came to be more ·abundant it was only 
natural that some attempt would be made toward educating 
the. children. The first school in Sonora, and in fact, 
in all Tuolumne ':!ounty, was opened the week of the big 
Sonora fire, Jum 18, 1852. A Miss Hawkhurst was the 
preceptress. ThLs school was very much of a success for 
a while. It ave~aged from 18 to 20 pupils. of from' four 
to ten years of lge, all from American home.s. 
A notice in the Sonora Herald informed parents that 
a Miss Sharp pla med to open a boarding school for young 
ladies. Boar.d a 1d tuition were to cost $25 a month. Mu-
sic, French and lancing were to form the curriculum. The 
notice also stat d !;hat a class .would also be formed for 
grown up ladies ··hose early education had been neglected. 
1 t is presumed tl at· this school did not prosper as there 
1 H. 0. Lang, .lli.§t. .. of Tuolumne Co .. Calif., 88-89. 
'"'1''·/~'":-' ·· ' """·'1'~-~- ·t5.;J!I'fi.K" '~ --:_, " 
--------·-·-~----·~ ..• __ _:___ __ . --....... _ ·-··--·-'-·-~-
is no evidence available as to its havir.g continued,l 
In the summer of 1852 Mrs, Haley eE tablished the 
first school in Columbia. 
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Just when public supported education began in Tuolumne 
CtJ: .ty is not clear, though it must have been in the fall 
of 857 or shortly before. Mrs. L. d. Gunn, in her letter 
to :r:r people in the East, under date of March 5, 1859, 
mPJ ·.ions that a school house was being built, and, in or-
':cr to raise sufficient monty to finish it, the School Com-
ml.~ <::e gave an entertainment in which the school children 
I toe: part. 4 
1 1: 0. Lang, Hist. of Tuolumne.Co., Calif., 89-90, 
,, 
'" f, 1na Le~o~ Marston, Recqrds of a California Family, 172 • 
. , 
•; l. o. Lang, Hist. of Tuolumne Co ••. Calif., 120; 
'.>.il~c·. Lse Marston, Records of a California Family, 219. 
'l t e1n:: LeG Marston, Records of a California Family, 243. 
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The earliest record of the Tuolumhe County School 
::uperintendent yields some interesting facts., The follow--
Lne are taken therefrom.1 
M.r. George s. Evans was the first County Superinten• 
·1ent ::>f Schools, The earliest record.ed date is December 8, 
1857, and refers to the JamestownDistrict, stating that 
school trustees. 
The records show the following to have been the first 
County Superintendents: George s. Evans, 1857- 9; B. A. 
Mardis, 1860-2; C. S, Pease, 1863; John Graham, 1864-65; 
!!. H. Spencer until March 2, 1868; W, I, Clark until March 
7, 1870; a.nd than C. L, Metzger. 
The first Board of Exa.mination of Tuolumne County met 
ln November, 1860. B. A. Mardis, County Supt., Dr. L. C. 
Gunn and P. Mulford were present. W. C. Dodge a.ppeared 
before the board and "a.fter a rigid examination was found 
qualified to teach a grammar school and accordingly a cer-
tificate was granted him. 11 
On December 1, 1860, Miss Sarah Gunn was duly examined 
c·nd granted D. certificate, At the next meeting E'he took 
the place of her brother, Dr. Gunn, on the board. 
1 
In April, 1868, the following re<[uireirients were set by 
Record Book of' the first County Superintendent of Scr.ools, 
Tuolumne County, Calif, , kindly loaned by G, P. Mor g<m, 






the board of examination for the various certifi ·ates: For 
First Grade Certificete-"'-lln average of 80% in ex tminD.tions 
and one year 1 :;-, experi€mce; for Second · Gre.de Cert lfica te--
8.n average of 65%; for Third Grade Certificate-"- m. average 
of 50%. 
Members· of the Board of Examination rece:l.verl. $3 per 
)~d-aJ~o~nd---t-r-a-v-e-1--!n-g-e*pen-s-e-s--.-----T-he--Board v-ar-ious--
pa.rts of the county where examinations were held. 
I' Trust.ees were required to maintain a five mJnths I 
li 
' 
~ · school in their districts • 
f. 
[ John Gamble, the teacher at Big Oak Flat, was the first 
1
1 
teacher to get one of the new First Grade Certifica.tes. He 
passed the examination April 3, 1868. It was ordered from 
the State Superintendent April 6 and was delivered to him 
i April 28. Charles L. Metzger passed the reQuirements for 
_![ 
J a First Gn.de Certifica.te May 9, 1861, and was the second to 
In 1868 Emily Graves was teaching in Poverty Hill School, 
C. s. Pease was teaching in Summerville (now Tuolumne), Marion 
Collins we.s teaching in Confidence, J. Ti Davies was teaching 
in Curtis Creek, Emma Reuter vras teaching in Greene Springs, 
fl. R. Spencer and Rose D. Ov~ens wei;e teaching in Columbia and 
G. w. Smith was teaching in i::ihaws Flat. 
On April 15, 1869, the County Superintendent visited 















investigate the m<my complaints tbE.t had coma in of his 
cruelty t:J the children. 
\ 
CEAPTER V 
FOHEIGNF,RS IN THE MINES 
42 
It would seem tbat all races have prejudices a,gainst 
foreigners. Tbis trait is particularly strong among the 
Americans, both past and present. Nor did tbis trait fa:!l 
of California. 
The feelings and prejudices of the old miners against for-
eigners manifested itself in the I'liles and regulations of 
some of the mining districts. Marty of the foreigners, a.nc1 
p<trticuh.rly many of tbose wbo came from Mexico c.nd Au~1tra­
lif1, were of very bad character. Their disrege,rd for peEtce, 
honesty and order soon led to serious difficulties; many 
of the adventurers from Sonora and Sinaloa knew. more of 
monte and briganda.ge than mining and were a very disrepu~ 
table cla~;s. Most of the 11Sydney Ducks," as the ex-con-
viet s from Auf,tra.lia were called, beca.use of race and 1an-
suar;e, v:ere o.t first difficult to distinguish. The feel-
lnp against the Mexicnns hnd developed previously to and 
t":.tring the Mexican War and was largely responsible for the 
,,o-called Foreign :Miner 1:; Tax and License wbich was passed 
1-y the first State Legislature, April 13, 1850.1 
1 
Statutes, 1850, 221; Theodore H.· Bitten, History of 
California, III, 263. 
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The Foreign Miner t s Tax 
The act legalizing the tax on foreign miners was en-
' ~tled: "An Act for the Better Regulation of the Mines and 
'. tc Government of Foreigners in the Mines." The act con-
t •.lncd fifteen sections, the most important of' which pro-
. Lcled thnt no person not a citizen should mine without 
'Jn:mission collectors; licenses were to cost ~;:20 and be 
)Q•1 for thirty days; the County Sheriff was to assist the 
·ollr>ctor in enforcing the iaw. 
L. A. Besmncon was appointed Collector w1 th offices in 
The almost immediate effect of the attempt to enforce 
~ !:c tnx \':as to drive the better classes of foreigners out 
cf tbr· country and scatter the worst classes into the re-
~::te and secluded places and practically depopulate the 
'.)r-r;~:, c:,using losses to everyone engaged in business.1 In 
t>U: •~<.J.y i:ionor2. and Columbia suffered greatly, the latter 
l').' tng <;l:uoc:t four-fifths of its population. 
The press of the time vras quick to .see the evil re-
" • :·tv' cry out against it. From Etockton we rea.<l: 
The Tax--What . Should Be Done? 
Ilw news from the mines spread an unwonted gloom over 
r,b rr',!'ic•tt of the new towns, and much an..'Ciety is felt as 
b •.;J~ •1' ilmate effect of the tax on the foreign miners in 
l 
Er·o'orr' E. Hittell, History of California, III, 128. 
the district of the San Joaquin. We again recommend a 
careful perusal of Leo rs letter, al:id advise tm.t the 
Governor be. memorialized to ca.ll an extra session of the 
Legislature, which body may be prayed to bring a tax of 
four instead of twenty dollars per month. We are
1
echo-
ing the sentiments of every merchant in Stockton. 
Crowbars were selling at Sonora on Monday last at 
. $8 each, but on Wednesday at 50t/f.. This was the effect 
on the pockets of the store keepers oEcasioned by the 
alarm of the lvlex;lcans at the new tax. 
---nr>rur~~n~-!'-~~~~~)·Ai~:~Fu~p~.~o~n~t-;t:~h:~e ~~a~~~ ~~wt~:x s~~~ 
many places is at a complete 
standstill; confidence is shaken; there exists an unu-
sual feeling of distrust among the miners; man is set 
o.gainst man. None condemn more strongly than we do 
the Violence thD.t h.'J.S been done to the lm by the for-
eign popula.tion, bl1 t at the same time, fev lament more 
severely the cause which awakened this cppc si tion. We do 
not quarrel with the tax per se, "but we dEny the policy 
of the amount proposed to be collected frcm each miner. 
In the report on this bill we remember that its authors 
stated tm.t the certificate would be a protection to the 
foreign miner, while at the same time it provided reve-
nue for the state. Now we respectfully submit that, as 
the tax stands, the legislature, in five cases out of 
ten, has placed it out of the power of the miners to ob-
tain this protection, ahd we fear but a comparatively 
sm.~ll sum will be collected for state purposes. Had the 
cost of tbe certificate been five instead of twenty dol-
l~rs, every foreigner would. have claimed trot certifi-
cate as tOt boon. We sincerely believe t;ha.t these senti-
n:ents ~re shared by nearly every American in this dis-
trict.'-' 
The tax provoked great opposition.and indignation 
44 
on the part of the foreigners, especially in the l:iouthern 
!.li.ncs. One reason for this was tl:k'1 t the adventurers who 
1 
Stockton Times, May 25, 1850. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., June 1, 1850. 
_i -----------
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came up from Mexico reached these m' nes fir.;t and stopped 
here and formed a nucleus around wh:! ch the :.ater comers· 
congregated. In early 1849 the Mexj cans WeJ'e in the ma-
jority in and around Sonora, but as the AmeJ·icans moved 
into this terri tory, collisions were .bound. i.o follow. 
Many Mexicims became satisfied with the amounts of gold 
mained to occasion disturbances for years to come.l 
A number of lynch-law proceedlngs during these ear-
ly years had their origin in the feelings thus called in-
to play and a too ready disposition on the part of some· 
American miners to despise and abuse all the Spanish 
speaking foreigners as "Greasers ,11 
In addition to the state law there were many instan-
ces of local laws or rules, many of which prohibited all 
foreigners, except such o.s intended to become Ci tiz.ens 
of the Un:tt·ed States, from mining, either for themselves 
or others. Resolutions were passed at Mormon Gulch to 
drive all Mexico.ns from the mines, and the ~exicans were 
notified to quit within fifteen days or be expelled by 
force. Many of those opposed to the Mexicans were them-
selves foreigners. A mass meeting of miners held at So-
nora, Sunda.y, July 21, 1850, adopted a' preamble and 
1 Thomas Butler King, The Wonder of. the Age, 27-8. 
-;:'· 
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resolutions to the effect that~ 
V:'her.eas the lives and property of Amr ric an citizens were 
in danger at the bands of lawless mal auders of every 
clime and creed, and scarcely .a day !•asses. without the 
commission of horrible murders and robberies, and where-
as there were present on every side '>he peons of Mexico, 
the rAnegades of South America and t".1e convicts of the 
British Empire, therefore be it reso1ved tbat all for-
eigners in Tuolumne County, except those engaged in per-
manent business and of respectable ctJaracter should leave 
within fifteen days, unless they obtolin a permit to re-
from a committee of three Ameri<~ans selected at 
-;--a-:l-1---f-or-·e +-gi-.Ler-:-: --w:t. t-hou-t- -11 c E:ns e s 
should. not if ed turn over all fire aJ•ms and deadly 
weapons to the committees; that. ever:· gooo citizen had 
power .. to disarm any foreigner, and .t:mt al:. good citizens 
should be. a committee to see these m<Ltters carried out,l 
Unscrupulous Americans found opportunity to capital-
ize on tJilis situation and, contrary ~;o the law, hire Mexi-
·cans to work for them. /, 
I ' 
In one portion of the mines a party of Mexicans, working 
under Americans, have perched themselves on a piece of 
table land existing on the top of a nountain and. here, 
secreted from the eyes of the tax collector, they are 
making a pile, We pity the tax colle-ctors. They must 
l:k'1ve the eyes of Argus to find al1.2 
A great deal has been made of the reception of the 
Miners Tax in Tuolumne County, The arrival of C:ollector 
Besancon, on Friday, May 17, 1850, caused great excite-
ment and the assembling of the forei§;ners, but the bloody 
strife r.ecorded by some cbroniclers did not take place. 
Two widely differing versions appear in the same issue of 
1 Stockton Times, July 29, 1850; H. o. Lang, Hist. of 
Tuolumne Co. • Calif., 4.4-46. 
2 
Stockton Times, July 20, 1850 • 
, -r .. 
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the Stockton Times; one from Sonora by !!Leo," (probably 
Dr. L. C. Gunn) and the other from Mormon Diggings, 
signed 1tJ:runt." Mr. Hunt modified the gruesomeness of his 
story in the following issue.l 
It would seem that with the coming of Captain Bescart-
coD the Mexicans, Chileans and Frenchmen assembled out~ 
side Sonora and consul ted as to meart<J _()f ev(;l.Qing _payment 
of the $20 per month. About noon two deputations entered 
the t()}vn D.nd interviewed the authorities and endeavored to 
ascertain if it would be possible-for the governor to 
stay the collection of the tax, or, if not, to have the 
justice o~ the tax explained to them. They maintained 
that it would be impossible to pay such an amount, but 
that $4 or $5 a month would not be objected to. As one 
American, who desired to get out of the crowd, elbowed 
his way through, a Mexican and a Chilean drew pistols. 
In a moment a dozen more were out. No shots were fired 
and_ the foreigners made a precipitate retreat. Dame ru-
mor got busy c!pd soon all sorts of_ stories were circula-
ting in the surrounding diggings. Sonora was reportEd 
besieged by the foreigners. To relieve the siege 500 
armed Americans marched from Mormon Creek. Others 
marched in from Woods Creek, Pine Crossing, Sullivan's 
Creek, Murphy's, Indian Gulch, Coyote Creek, Carsons and 
1 §j;ockton Times, May 25, 1850, June 1, 1850. 
all the diggings on the Stanisla.us and Tuolumne Rivers. 
When the excitement was at its teight, word came to 
Columbi1l. that during the uprising at SonoJ·a, Cta.rles 
Bassett had been seized G.nd was about to lJe murdered. 
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One Rochette, a Frenchman, and friend of Bassett, hasti-
ly orga.nized a company of armed men and with the Ameri-
ean Fhg at the head o:t the column-ma-rc-hed- on Sono-ra to-
re.scue Bassett or avenge his deat]:'l. When they arrived and 
found him free and in good health they settled down on his 
store, restaurant, butchershop and d·airy and practically 
nte and drank him out of house and home.l 
A. man on horseback came galloping into the little en-
. Cl:lmpment at Mormon Gulch and breathlessly tol•l the miners 
'l!ho eagerly gathered al•ound him tha.t Collecto:: Besancon 
h:d arrived in Sonora and issued his not~ce calling on all 
rordgners to come forward a.nd pay their fir~t month's 
:•s::essment of twenty dollars; that the foreigners Nere 
r!CJ',·: in a state of intense excitement; that meetings ha.d 
LH:n l;eld and demonstrations against the tax made; that 
.:: '"''"'r~·- was in the hands of a foreign mob of two or three 
ti:,Jlll:."t\ld mf':n; that the safety of the place was menaced; 
: :·-,; tlr:-t Amer :Lean citizens were fleeing; and that couriers 
:. cl 'c'8cn sent to the surrounding camps asking assistance. 
l :·. '), LD.ng, !list. of Tuolumne Co •• Calif., 28-29. 
/ 
I he many rumors that h: c1 been going the rounds Lad pre.o 
pared the miners to sw h an extent that this information 
vas like a rna tch in gu: .powder • Word was sent to all the 
miners to gather withiJ .·the hour arid march on Sonora. 
On the way to Son< ra this self-constituted "army'' 
met several la.ter come s from tbat place, from whom con-
flicting statements we ·e received. Some told them th€ 
truth,,.that all the ex itement was over; others that 
their services were ne ded immediately. Still a mile 
out of Sonora they pas ed a Me:dcah camp and noticed the 
men quietlJ~ seated in ·ront or their brush houses, play-
ing monte, etc., who b :came greatiy excited on seeing 
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.the column of marching yelling men. Headed by fife and 
drum and the 'American 'lag the co1U1Dn finally entered the 
, .; town. They mar.ched tl .~ length of the street to a ,.aloon 
where they ,,liquored t )•" Then tlJBy marched back, stop-
pi.ng at other saloons, and finally halted in front of tlla 
princip<:d hotel wl;lere :Jollector Besancon spoke to them, 
instructed them to rc.' t for the night as there was. busi~ 
ness for them .to do OJ the morrow .•. 
After supper the urns were stored, a watch set Up 
a.nd relief and patrol organized •. In the morning a column 
' 
of 300 armed men, acc,mpanied the Sheriff and Collector, 
mDrched through the c. mps. They found only terror cmd 
confusion. The forei ;ners were pi'l.cki.ng up and crowds were 




L1 rotree.t. Search vmF made for a place where it was 
rllmored foreign flags- r .1d been raised; b11t none were 
found and the "army" we s disband-ed. Thus tbrough ter-
ror, were the mines :.d,_epJpulated and hatred for Americans 
I engendered in the minds of the foreigners. Many left for 
their old homes; others scattered over the country to com-_ 
California's history d1lring the next few months. 
As a result Sonora and.Columbia were practically de-
populated. Affairs rem8inec1 inac1:;ive until the foreign 
element .began to return and work in the mines. Neither 
I 
of the two camps ever again recovered the entire bulk of 
its population. 
All this resulted in a demand for the repeal of the 
obnoxious Foreign Miners Tax and on March 14, 1851, it 
was repealed. Later a similar law, fixing _the tax at 
four dollars a.nd making the sheriffs the collectors, W3S 
I, 
P" ssed, but it v'as seldom enforced except to hBrass the 
Chinese. 1 
The most violent J:;.E.tred invoked against any of the 
foreigners was invoked against the Chinese. This hatred 
seems to be due, not because, as appeared on the surface, 
the Chinese 1cccre all oily tongued embezzlers, but rather 
1 H. 0. Lang, Hist. of Tuolumne Co •• Calif., 29-34; 




t,.> the 'iirturbnnces they caused in the T:'L. te man's deln8.nds 
f Jr '"'' ;os. Tl,ei.r pr·osence :tn large numbr rs tended to lower 
tc1e •::'1. ito rmw''' standard of living, o.nd cJnsecuently the 
Ct>ine: 0! l(,'CTC lcg:LslRted· against in Till'm.Y cf the' mining dis-
trictr. Prolx•bl:f the ec-rliest ena.ctmentr ,tgainst the Chi-
r,r•sc v Pre m~de in Columbie. ancl forbade A: iG.tics or South 
"l··o "' rb'A~-· c. -,_, ~ ~-- ,J. ... (I .. Lng othPrs to sell c;:laims to them. In other 
clistricts they were excluded from holdin · mines even by 
purchc:,_se. However in some of the more r ;spectoble neigh-: 
borhootlf• they were allm,;ed to occupy o.nc worll: grourv'ls tb&.t 
' 
heel. been obc•.ndoned by white miners. It i)ecame eldci10W'1 
fact that rich grounds that road been w01kcd over several 
timRs by white men might be profitably rorked c,gein, but 
if once worked over by the Chinese therr was no use v10rk-
in~ :Lt tJgein. BecmJ.s8 of thE: feeling cJ;ainst them a.nd .the 
pcr.c:ecut:Lon they received, the Chinese lCVer beca.me numcr-
"·'1S enough to be C\ tbree>.t Or D.ttempt CO.l1bincd reSiStance 
or att.'·.ck the Yibites. 
After the fire of 1857 the ·rrustec s of Columbia took 
r.:ction again;_;t the Chinese element by r.ebar:ring them from 
J•o.siding withln the corporate limits o:.' the town and or-
c~0red the Town Marshall to instruct tbsm to remove at 
once on a penalty of a fine of from ~i:f,O .to $100. Those 
rcfu2ing to move were to be pr·oceeded a.gainst as dangerous. 
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/ 
to the safety of the town,l 
1 FJ. o. Lang, Hist. of TgollJJ!IJ18 Co •• Calif., 223. 
CHAPTER VI 
TRAVEL TO rHE MINES 
53. 
Travel to the Southerr Mines was very constant dur-
ing the year 1849 and subsE q uent years. ~.'bose who came 
to California by way of the Panama Canal and Cape Ho: ·n 
•awe-Mlreugh-San-Fl'ancisca__!!.nd_f)'\<Q_Qkt()n. The road from 
Stockton to Sonora became ;uite celebrated, and it is re-
,! corded that during the earlr part or 1849 the campf1.res 
f, 
I along the route were close enough togethe:~ to show the 
' It f traveler on his way at nigl:.ct. Along the route were deal-
i' 
i 
ers in mining tools, provisions, and general merchandise, 
who also sold liquors,·furrdshed a plate of pork and 
beans for a dollar, or a n:l.ght 1s lodging for the same 
price, the sleeper to .furn:J.sh his own blankets. Board 
was charged for at the rate or three dollars per day.l 
A contemporary description or the trip will probab-
ly give a clearer picture of travel at that time: 
Now for our journey. The stage was to come for us 
at seven. We bad breakfast and put our duds in the 
basket just as the stage drove up. If I should des-
cribe it, I would be describing a Newburyport stage in 
every particular. I had expected to see a cart or some 
kind of a wagon. There were ten people inside with the 
children, and four or five outside. We rode over .a 
plain of forty miles, and the dust, so thick it was like 
ashes, poured into our faces. At this season there is 
1 H. o. tang, llftst. ot Tjiolnmoo Co.e Calif., 11; 
Theodore H. ittell, History of alifornia, J:II, 125. 
no grass to be seen, only bushes and oak t: ·ees. You 
would be surprised hoW very g ~een they loojc, Only a 
foot below the surface the earth is moist. 
At last we reached the lills, and stopped at a 
place where there are many Irdians. We dined there at 
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a rough dirty-loOking house. A nice looking woman in a 
calico gown, collar and pin ~as cutting up meat on a 
tab]e in the only tolerable room. There was a long ta-
ble with the dinner on it, bt:t the children and I did not 
go to it. We stood outside 1 he door and bB.d some rice 
. a~d sauce, and each a cup of goat's milk, very nice in-
li--d eea-.-I-t-wa-s-a-beaut'if-ul-pl-~~ee-~pro'ba-bly- -Knig-ht-'-s- --Fer~- __ 
~ ry) close to the river, with high hills all around. In-
l
l dians of all ages; men, ·women and chUdrer were slitting 
on the ground. They had ver~· black hair, and it sticks 
, almost straight from their hnads. They ue good cnatured 
I but ugly, darker than the Indians or the J,tlantic States, 








There we left the stage and took a s1;rong wagon, 
like a Dearborn, as we were going up into the mountains. 
The road is often on one side of a hill, <nd two wheels 
are up and two are down. At a very bad place the gen-
tlemen would get out, and when not very bad they leaned 
to one side. Every now and then the drivor would call 
out, n:r;ean to the right", or 11 To the left,, 11 and thus 
it was all the way; and the dust was so bad that once 
they stopped to have it settle down a litUe to be able 
to see the way. I had on my green linen gown, straw 
bonnet and veil, and I put my old red shm~l on and pinned 
it tight around my neck to keep the dust out, and it was 
hot enough to melt. The scenery was love:Ly, high hills 
with beautiful little valleys, and mounta:lns beyond. Ta-
ble Mountain is level on top for miles an<l miles. i<Ne saw 
part of it. We crossed a river, driving ::ight through it, 
it is now little more than a brook at the place where we 
left the stage. We got to Sonora about s:Lx o •clock. 1 
After 1849 many of the later comers ·•o Tuolumne Coun-
ty came overland across the plains. Of t.nose who came to 
the Southern Mines and Tuolumne County, S·)me crossed the 
Tahoe Range where Kinsbury grade now is, then into 













Placer,ille and then South; others came over the old Emi-
grant 1rail and through Sonora Pass. Just Who came first 
by thi: latter route is not clear. Tradition has it that 
Genera:. John C. Fremont, previous t•J 1649, had traversed 
and bl:tzed, this route and halted for a week or more to 
rest rts horses at what later came to be known as Relief 
Camp. Tre:d:tt:ton-s-ta-te::Lfur_tber thet he left a brass 
-
canon of the howitzer type near thE summit where it was 
seen by many of the later comers. However, there is no 
record of what happened to this canon and its authenti-
city is therefore questionable. 
In the early 50 1 s a party of men was caught in the 
first storm of early winter while ascending the east 
slope of the Sierras. They abandoned their wagons and 
pushed over the summit in a blinding snow storm and des-
J cended to a sheltered place. As their provisions were 
nearly exhausted, a few pushed on to the Jarboe ranch 
across the river from Tuolumne. A relief expedition was 
organized and brought in the disheartened snow-bound 
people. The place where they bad camped has since be-
come known as Relief Camp. 
The real trouble and perils >egan when the wagon 
trains took this route. The first wagon train to com-
plete this route was the Duckwall Train. The Duckwall 
party consisted of w. J. Duckwal7. and wife and six 
children, John and Si Murphy, and a :Mlt'. Collins. This 
party had kept company with the Train party for over 
ll!'iOO miles from Illinois a:1d Indian THrritory and were 
undecided at what point to cross the xnountains. At the 
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s Lnk of the Carson they we:re met by George Washington 
P;ttrick who warned the Pilgrims against every other route 
a:; being. strewn with dead people, victims of treacherous 
s:.ides and murderous Indians, and told them that the 
Emigrant Trail was a good broad highway from the Walker 
R:lver westward. However, no royal road was found, and 
f:.·om the beginning of their ascent of the Sierras they 
met trouble, toil and danger. The trail led across deep 
canyons, between immense boulders, close to steep p~eci­
pices, and sometimes the wagons had to be lifted bodily 
over obstructions. On the day they began their descent 
some cattle strayed from the Train party and while they 
were hunting them the Duckwalls took the lead. By hitch-
ing two oxen in front and four behind as a bold-back they 
reached Relief September 27, 1853. The Train group ar-
rived the following day. 
Then followed the tide of travelers over .this route 
by wagon, each.party making some improvement to the road 
until it became a fairly passable trail, except that the 
last few miles into Relief always remained a hazardous 
stretch. 
Thus did the early comers travel to the mines. It 
was no easy journey and was a test of the characters of 
those who attempted it. 
A picture of what ·some of these hardships were may 
be >btained from the writings on one who made the trip. 
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II In :l.etrospection I recall the hot sand and alkali deserts, 
~ dep:~ived of all the comforts, and most of. the necessities 




sed my own when I was a child, with whose comradeship I 
went out to serve the needs of my generation all the van-
guards of civilization. 
There were no battlefields but over every mile or 
the long trail stalked the shadow of death. And what 
was waiting to greet us in California? A wilderness 
marked by faint trails of wild Indian feet, and slow 
agonizing death caused by the poison tangs or rattle-
snakes who were in countless numbers •••••• 
We passed countless skeletons of cattle of all kinds, 
bleached in the bOt sun. This road, followed by the early 
pioneers, through deserts and mountains of eternal snow, 
is a land of mystery, suffering and death that never bas 
(and never will be) recorded or known. The wrecks of bro-
ken wagons, wagon chains, or yokes, and the countless 
bleached bones or suffering cattl·e is the only history 
they left on the record for future generations to read •••• 
Father was fortunate in being able to secure a well 
irc,ned wagon. No extra weight was allowed, and only a 
liJuted wardrobe. Mother included a small bag of garden 
seBdS to the utility box, and later on they proved a 
great value. Firearms and a great quantity or allliiiUilition, 
medicine tor ourselves and stock was necessary ••••• 
Very often we traveled for weeks not knowing the names 
of the rivers we crossed, or the Indians we passed •••• 
Our cattle were becoming footsore and leg weary. We 
can1ped often when conditions were favorable, for we must 
have food and water tor the cattle. Our own rood was 
SCHrce. We renewed our larder when necessary by killing 
a fat young buffalo. Our clothes were worn and WEI all 
needed rest •••••• 
l 
I 
For some time we had noticed a change in the con-
duct of the Indians. They did not visit our camps a1d 
show a friendly desire to trade. We would often see a 
party on their ponies, mostly on a hill •••• By their ac-
tions we concluded they were not friendly. We kept mov-
ing and paid no attention to the Indians. Shortly af-
ter crossing the Nevada '.ine, we unexpectedly came upon 
a wreck or tb;r:oee or four wagons with the contents sc:at-
tered in every direction . Evidently the emigrants had 
been surprised, and, bei1g a small train, were unable to 
defend themselves or stoJk •••••• 




On June 5, 1849, General Riley, Military Governor 
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~-
~ of California, issued a proclamation ordering a general 
li 
11 election.· This was .the first election held by Americans 
il 
li ·;!--~nd--'was_ll'itho'U'Llegisla t1 V~t__authol':l. t}T,_ 1:>\l.t __ ~ol~;~J.~ to _meet 
L 
immediate needs. In Sonora the following were chosen as 
·delegates to the Constitutional Convention to meet Sep-
tember 1, 1849: Colonel B. F. Moore, formerly of Texas; 
J. M. Jones, a lwyer formerly of New O~leans; P. M. 
Wozencraft and B. s. Lippincott. 
On November 7, 1849, the Citizens of Sonora met and 
formed a town government, the principal purpose being the 
building of a hospital and caring for the sick who were 
suffering from scurvy, caused by lack of proper food, 
many having lived during the previous winter principally 
on salted foods. This first town council or governing 
body consisted of C. F. Dodge, Chairman; Joshua Holding; 
Peter Mehen; C. Labetoure; E. ninoberg; J. B. Litton; 
Wm. Perkins; and a Mr. Williams. One of their first acts 
was to order a survey of the town into lots. This work 
was given to Cooper and Calledge whose map became the 
official chart of the town. When news came of the ap-
pointment of Sonora as the county seat, the council 
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passed an ordinance claiming all vacant lots as the pro-
perty of the town, and designating the money derived from 
their sale at public auction· to be applied to paying the 
costs or the survey and hospital expenses.l 
On April 1, 1850, there was a general election under 
wldch the new state and county governments were to be put 
·~ in operati''o~n;-.-----------
The county was divided into six districts or pre-
fincts, as follows: 
1. Sonora, Shaws Flat, Pine Crossing, American Camp 
and Sullivans and all territory lying in the vi-
cinity and between. 
2. Mormon Diggings, McLean's Ferry and Peoria. 
3. Curtisville, Green Springs and Barnetts. 
4. Jacksonville and Stephens Bar. 
5. Tuolumne City and vicin1ty.2 
The following were elected to positions in the coun-
ty: Clerk of the Supreme Court--B. L. Murphy; District 
Attorney--B. B. Harris; County Judge--A. A. H. Tuttle; 
county Attorney--H. P. Barber; Recorder--L. C. Gunn; As-
sessor--D. L. Blancmrd; Surveyor--A. lN. Richardson; 
Coroner--v. Payton; Sheriff--C. Work; Treasurer--F. A. 
Waters. 3 
1 H. 0. Lang, .Hist. of Tuolnmne Co, Calif., 17-18; 
Stockton Ti~, March 23, 1850. 
2 Anna Lee Marston, Becords of a California FamilY, 83. 
3 StocktQn Times, April 3, 1850, 
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On June I, 1850, the first term of the ~ourt of Ses-
. si· ms of Tuolumne County was held at Sonora. 
On the sixteenth of April, 1850, a petition was sent 
to the Legislature prayiJcg that Jamestown be incorporated 
a eity. The signers were: B. F. Butterfield, Lewis c. 
Gu1m, F. O'Neill, Charles M. Barre, c. Esty, Edward c. 
!--~A.nct~ews-,----.r~-w-.-Van-Bens-clrYten, -orohn Mcboniid, Al.ien Mar-
dis, A. Coindreau, A. W. :Uchardson, Zinas K. Smith, 
William Weight, Byron Woodworth, Robert s. Miller, Ralph 
J. Forbes, William E. Cut1;rell, J. B. Rochette, s. Demilt, 
Henry Holmes, J. Van Wagner, Charles Briggs and John Hunt.l 
On April 27, 1850·, an election was held in Columbia 
for six aldermen and Major Collinsworth, Pet3r Mahan, F. 
A. Waters, Peck Cutriile, A. B. Hatfield, ani Wm. Donovan 
were duly elected and a common council consisting of these 
six men and Alcalde R. P. Sullivan was formeti.2 
In May, 1854, Columbia was incorporated under the 
General Incorporation Act, her first Board of Trustees then 
being: Samuel Arnold, Sewell Knapp, F. F. BELrtlett, Alden 
Sears and James McLean. Captain Haley became Marshall, C. 
Brown became Treasurer and P. G. Furgeson became Assessor.3 
1 Anna Lee Marston, Records. of a Cal~t. Familv, 83. 
2 Stockton Tim.es, May 4, 1850. 
3 H. 0. loang, ,W.st. Q{ Tyolnmne Cq, Calif., 113. 
----------
A special petition to incorporate was granted to 
Columbia by the Legislature August 131 18561 and a new 
government was formed April 91 1857, with trustees as 
follows: A. c. Goodrich, Patrick Smith, B. c. Northrup, 
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tl C. E. Parsons, and Sylvanus Pitts. 
~ Robert Mullen was 
!! 
Marshall; A. E. Hooker, Treasurer; and J. A. Poor, As-
~ s_e_ss_'l~"---·=1.__ ____ _ 
-!!- ----- --- ... 
n 
Sonora got along with her original city organization 
.. - --
untE in 1851 when on May 26 the new Common Council, pro-
vided for by the legis1~tive act of May 11 1851, held its 
first: meeting. Mr. C. F. Dodge had been elected the first 
~ [ Mayo1· and H. W. Theall, I. P. Yaney, A. F. Chatfield, L. 
,, 
j
\i C. Gt.nn, H. T. Fuller, R. s. Galdwin and Abraham Tuttle, 
councilmen. The following city officers were appointed: 
Recorder--Leander ~uint; Treasurer--Daniel Sayre; Asses-
1 sor--Ethen Allen; City Attorney--B .• A. Besancon; Marshall 
--J. F. H. McFarlane; Clerk--A. w. Luckett. All these 
were ~onfirmed at an election a few days later except Ethen 
Allen, who was defeated by J. W. Richardson who was elected 
Assessor in his stead. 
two outstanding ordinances were passed by this coun-
cil. They were Nos. 14 and 15, which prohibited games of 
French Monte, Three Card game, String game, Thimbles, Lot-
tery, Chinese Puzzle, Lock game, or any game having fraud 
1 H. o. Lang, Hist. o,t Ty,plumne Co, Calif., 225. 
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as its ·;endency. Any one convicted of promoting one or 
more of these games was to be fined from $25 to $100 or 
be impr ~soned up to ten days or both at the option of tre 
recorde:·.1 
Thl first meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Tuo-
lumne County "as held July 1, 1852; on January 24, 1863, 
1,--t-hey-aa~~er-t-i-s-ed-f!-sr-b-id-s~i!sr--t-he-ca-ns-t-ruc-t-ion---of--a--eour-t----------~i House. The contract was awarded to Bell and McBernie tor 
$6,500. The building was completed and accepted Sep';em-
ber 21, 1852. 
Th£ slavery question became an issue in the campaign 
of 1852. Excitement was great in Tuolumne County and es-
pecially in Sonora where the Slave Party tried to capture 
the election by voting tor the pro-slavery men on both the 
Whig and the Democratic tickets. However, the Whigs suc-
ceeded in electing their entire ticket. Young Coffroth 
was elected to the State Senate.and Wilson to the Assembly. 
Both men were under 25 years of age.2 
Alcaldes 
Probably the most notable cllaracters of the gold rush 
days were the American Alcaldes. The office of Alcalde was 
that of magistrate and Justice of the Peace under the Mexi-
can law, and until after the organization of the state 
1 H. o. Lang, l£1.st. of Tuol,mne Co, Calif., 35, 37, 74, 81-
83. 





government there were no other judicial tribunals than 
those held by alcaldes. Thus during this time of transi-
tion the jurisdiction of these courts was extended to em-
brace everything the Alcalde wished to claim. As a class 
these officers were irresponsible, rough, and held light-
ly the amenities of life. They boasted the possession of 
n horse senseu and that they could not- be cajoled --by;-t-ech--
nicalities or refinements of reasoning. They were readi-
ly influenced by a skillful advocate but not by one who 
appealed to law books or technical language. 
One particularly interesting Alcalde was R. s. Ham 
who was the first Alcalde of Sonora. It is asserted that 
be assumed this position without the formality of a vote 
or even the request of his fellow citizens. He endeavored 
always to render judgments acceptable to public opinion. 
If there was a popular,cry, just or unjust, against a per-
son, there was no hope for him if haled before Alcalde Ham. 
Ham was finally deposed by the efforts of Charles Bassett, 
who called a public meeting of the miners and induced them 
to elect James Frazier, August 1, 1849. His efforts were 
all for the purpose of saving a friend from being sen-
tenced to death by Ham. Frazier was the first Alcalde to 
be elected by Americans on the Western Slope. Herman 
Theall followed him and was in turn succeeded by Charles 
Dodge, who served until the town of Sonora was organized, 
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when he became Justice of the Peace. 
In Columbia the general lawlessness during the boom 
of 1850 occasioned an election in which Major Sullivan 
was selected Alcalde. Alcalde Sullivan had a regular sys-
tem of swindling everyone with1bom he had dealings. At 
any rate, he managed to get large fees, and not always 








a Mexican·was charged with stealing a pair of leggings, 
the accused was convicted and fined three ounces for steal-
ing and the complaining witness ~as asked to donate one 
ounce for troubling the court. At another time a man 
brought suit for a mule. He proved his property and the 
defendant was ordered to restore the mule and pay an ounce 
fine and three ounces costs. As he had no money to pay, 
the plaintiff was ordered th pay the fine and costs, as 
the court could not sit without pay. 
Early in 1850 the State Legislature abolished the of-
fice and jurisdiction of Alcaldes and provided for Justices 
of the Peace with very restricted powers. Yet, by force of 
habit, many of the new officers continUed to assume for a 
year or two more the very broad powers formerly assumed by 
\ 
the Alcaldes. 
Probably the most notorious of these mining camp Jus-
tices was R. C. Barry of Sonora who was Justice of the 
Peace in 1851. He was a very illiterate man and attempted 
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to follow the forms of law and in doing so made many 
ludicrous blunders. For instance, in issuing a summons 
against two persons for forcible entry, he charged them 
with a "nucensen and stated the plaintiff "claimed a writ 
to dispossess them and to have resti'ution according to 
i law, with appropriate damages for th impossession now 
1ra-bout-to-be-carrJ;ed-out-a-gtoinst-him-i~y--suc-h-lligh-:oanaea-- -- --" . I 
1 and mucenary arrogance on the part oj the afforesaid 
I accused." As ridiculous as Barry wa: when attempting to 
! 
i ,, i write, 
~ in his 
he was, nevertheless, 
speech.1 







1 H. o. Lang, ijist. of Tuolumne Co •• Calif., 12-13, 25-26, 
68-69; Theodore H. Hitte11, Hist. of Calif., III, 222-8. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE STRUGGLE FOR LAW AND ORDER 
From the first the miners in t :1e various camps found 
it necessary to draw up codes for t~ir own government. 
These codes provided for sizes of c:Laims, etc., and that 
the major differences between the miners be referred for 
arbitration. One of the earliest of the codes was that of 
J~ckass Gulch, previously mentioned. This code specified 
the size or claims at the first and at later workings, 
laws of transfer, renewal notice, etc. This code applied 
t:J Soldier's Gulch also. 
The code for Springfield provided for the size or 
claims, the manner of staking and notices, the time of 
working, and the manner of registering. All disputes were 
to be referred to a committee of five selected by the mi-
ners.1 
The Jamestown district was regulated by Miner's Meet-
ings which were held twice yearly, and oftener, if special 
need arose. In 1853, the laws in force having become very 
unpopular, the miners held a rousing meeting and adopted 
an entire new set. 
At Sawmill Flat the miners' code provided that dis-
putes over claims or water privileges should be submitted 





to five arbitrators (two to be selected by each party 
and the four to select a fifth). In Brown's Flat all 
five arbiters were to be selected by the Standing Com-
mittee which was itself to be the court of appeal.l 
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0~ June 20, 1851, an unusually large group or miners 
assemb .ed at the ~>tore of, Mr. Graham in Tuttletown for 
the pu ·pose of making laws-by wl:licntogover-n--the-quartz -- --
mining operations in Township 2, Tuolumne County. The 
meetin.: was called to order by Capt. John Sutton and 
Col. C K. Gillespie was appointed President and J. D. 
Patter::on Secretary. The president explained the object 
of the meeting and the necessity of drawing up a code, 
and appointed a committee, consisting of Mr. Saunders, 
Dr. Brown, Captain John Means, Mr. Miller, Dr. Ingersoll, 
Mr. Bo·Nles, and Mr. H. H. Mean!!, to draft sui table laws 
and resolutions. The principal elements of their code 
were t.hat a man could locate 200 running feet on his own 
discovery or 100 feet on one already discovered, and that 
disputes were to be settled by arbitration.2 
In districts where there were Alcaldes, few codes 
made provision for arbitration since jurisdiction belonged 
to the Alcaldes, though some did recommend arbitration or 
"conciliacion" as it was known in Spanish law. 
' - Charles H. Shinn, Mining Camps, etc., 258-242. 
2 San Joaquin RewbUcan, July 4, 1851. 
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Various codes liad spJcial pr>visions to fit special 
needs, as for instance, t J.e prote :tion of pay dirt thrown 
up in the dry diggilcgs du~ing the summer for washing in 
the winter; and the diverlion of ;treams of water without 
~' the consent of those interested a 1d already using them.l 
il i 
11 Each set o:r lav;s or node was calculated to fit the 
~~~-~--es-nti-i-t-i-e-n-s--er-1-t-s--s-p-ec-ial--j-tll!-!-sd-:!.--!-tion, --Y:et---ther e ___ was-- a __ 
tende1;1cy toward simplification ard uniformity in the main 
,, 
prov~ions, and by degrees a system of mining laws devel-
' ;, 
oped. In 1851 the Legislature provided that in actions 
respeC,ting claims the customs, usage and regulations of 
the diggings embracing the claims s.hould govern, and thus 
the development of mining laws ir.to a system was aided. 2 
Commencing in 1850 the history of Tuolumne County a-
bounds in thievery, murders, lynchings, failure of justice 
and the work of vigilance committees. In this year Miles 
0 'Connor drew a pistol to shoot a man who had insulted 
J him, fired twice and killed two passersby. 3 On May 7, 
1850, one Mexican in a fit of jealousy shot another through 
the heart and beat the woman they had been living with near-
ly to death. A great deal of smuggling, principally of 
Serapas and blankets from Mexico, was going on. 4 
1 Charles H. Shinn, Mining Camps, etc., 243-246. 
2 John s. Hittell, General Laws,· 5552; 
3 Stockton Times, March 30, 1850. 






On Sunday morning, June 12, Samuel Whetmore shot 
down Mr. Mackey of the house of Mackey and Beltand as a 
result of an argument over a monte table the previous 
evening •1 Three Mexicans murdered .Mr. Miller and .Mr. 
Orlando two miles west of Jamestown. 2 
With fifty people in the room, one hundred dollars I' ,I 
~ --]i---d:los·appeared-froilca-b1.<inket-on_a_JiiC.frl.te tabre-wnen-tlie 
ii operator stepped away for five minutes. Three Chinese 
" 
!I surprised three Americans, killed ohe, wounded another 
! 
and the third escaped. Numerous robberies were reported 
at Jamestown, Ward's Ferry and Sullivans.3 
A .Mr. Stra tinaum was murdered on the 13th of ~luly 
' 
between Carson's Creek and Coyote Diggings, supposedly 
by Mexicans.4 A Mr. Bucke and a Mr. Dolf were murdered 
between Sonora and Sullivans Diggings on October 20, 
1850. A. lynch case occurred in Sonora in April, 1851. 
John M. Jones, a resident of Mormon Gulch, was accused 
of stealing a horse from M. Shoemaker. A lynching jury 
was formed, comprising H. G. Paine, F. Boggs, J. F. Eas-
tin, D. L. Baldwin, C. F. Cherry, N. H. Pike, Joel R. 
Smith, J. C. D. Camp, G. W. Schuman, S. I •• Pierce, J. W. 
1 Stogl\,tgn :J:11!1e§, June 8, 1850. 
2 Ibid., June 29, 1850. 
3 Ibid., June 29 , 1850. 





Bostick and s. CappE. Their verdict follows: 
· We 1 the jury, find the prisoner, John M. Jones, guil-ty o£ tneft 'nd assess the punishment at four dozen lashes, 
well laid up >n the bare back with a cowhide, to be lain on ( 
by the accus 1rs: Robert McGarvey, S. M. Miller, L. Gill-
man, and Dep 1ty Constable Curtiss; also to have his head 
shaved, and ~ ·is hereby ordered to leave Tuolumne County 
immediately. It is also ordered by the jury that a copy 
of the proce· 1dings l e published in the Sonora Herald and 
the Stockton Times. · 
In 1865 , a blacksmith by the name oJ Kittering was 
nrurdered by Sustice of the Peace w. H. W<·rth because he 
had accused the latter o£ being one of tl:.e robbers of 
Judge Brunton. In the trial that followed Worth was ac-
quitted.2 
John Sheldon, night watchman at Sonora, was murdered 
by three Chileans in revenge for the death of a countryman 
in what was known as the "Riot in the Tigre." Escobar and 
Sebada were captured the next day in Tuttletown and found 
guilty and sentenced to hang, August 3.3 
On October 10, 1855, J. H. Smith of Knickerbocker 
Flat was murdered in Martha's Saloon on the corner of 
Main and Jackson Streets, Columbia. Martha 1s young hus-
band, John s. Barclay was taken £rom the jail, tried by 
lynch court and hanged from the flume.4 
1 Stockton Times, April 16, 1850. 
2 H. 0. Lang, Elst. of Tuolumpe Co •• Calif., 178-187. 
3 Ibid., 189-90. 











These few examples selected at random show that 
crime was rampant in Tuolumne County, and especially in 
the Sonora region. The lynch cases show that the better 
part of tl~ community was determined to put a stop to crime 
and the failure of justice, resorting to vigilance commit-
tees and lynch juries when necessary. The new Judiciary, 
provided by the State Constitution, was looked forward to 
with favor, and there was a disposition to try the effi-
ciency of the new courts in protecting the community. How-
ever, it soon became evident that the technicalities that 
had grown up in the body, substance, and procedure of the 
criminal law, made it next to impossible to convict any 
person of crime who bad money or friends to secure a law-
yer. And many felt it was still necessary to resort to 
lynch law to enforce the fair dealing the regular tribu-
nals failed to enforce. 
In June, 1851, Antonia Cruz and Patrice Janori were 
arrested for stabbing Captain George W. Snow to death 
and taken to Shaw's Flat to be tried. A lynch court took 
them from the proper autborities and tried and condemned 
them to be hanged. This lynch court was composed of men 
who had previously upheld the District Court but had lost 
faith in its efficiency.1 
1 H. o. Lang, ~1st. of TuolYmne Co •• Cali!., 74-76. 
' ' ~ 
i 
1




J:Lm Hill! was tried by lynch law at Campo Seco for 
robbinls a store at that place and was condemned to death. 
Some o:~ the crowd demurred at the death penalty for rob-
bery, 'ut crime had been so 1111J1Ch on the increase that the 
Legisl~ture bad left it within the discretion of juries to 
impose i t.1 When he was taker' out to hang there was a di-
rr 
II 
·~----v:ts-1-o-n-of'-opi-ni-on-a-nd-Sher-!-:t!-f---Wo~k---ma!'..aged----t o __ rescrue --lrl-m _____ _ 
'' and st>rt back to Sonora with him., Word reached Sonora 
ahead )f the Sheriff, and Mr. E. Linoberg, a prominent 




I' I : 
the Sberiff, took Hill away and bore him off to a tree be-
hind the El Dorado Hotel where he was hanged.2 
There came to be so little confidence felt in the ad-
ministration of justice by the regular courts that in June, 
1851, it was felt necessary to form a permanent Vigilance 
Committee. This movement was stimulated by the attempt of 
some cf the criminals to burn the town (Sonora) and pro-
fit by the confusion that would result. This committee 
was ir•itiated, conducted and carried out by the most or-
derly and respected citizens; and in about two weeks' tine 
it hE.d cleared the moral atmosphere by dealing justly with 
the raw breakers. 3 By 1852 a Vigilance Committee :was or-
ganized in almost every mining town. Lynch law was 
1 Statutes, 1851, 406; J. s. llittell, Gen. Laws, 1459, note', 
c. 
2 H. o. Lang, ~st. o! Tuolumne Co;. Calif., 77-79. 








resorted to again in 1853 and several times in 1855
1 
and 
vigilance committees were pretty much in evidence during 
the whole decade. 
Military Organization.: 
74 
In these stirring years it becam·' the pJ·ide < f the 
town to support a military organizati• 1n. Columbit: had to 
outdo her neighbors by supporting two . 
The first military group to be o:~ganize<l in ~~uolumne 
County was the "Fusiliers" of Oolumbu.~, whic!J. );)egan its 
life in January, 1854. The members were dressed ;i.n snap-
PY uniforms. which were quite attractive to the e~re and 
they always "cut quite a figure" on special days when they 
were on parade. Their place of meeting was John Leary's 
Armory Hall in Columbia. 
The next military company to ·be organized wan the 
Sonora Greys, a company of 50 members, who were organized 
in the spring of 1854, having been inspired by the Colum-
bia Fusiliers. The "Greys" were commanded by Captain H. 
W. Theall, an accomplished officer and drill. master, who 
was at that time postmaster of Sonora. They were provi-
ded with arms and· accoutrements by reqUisition upon the 
u. s. Quartermaster General. Their uniforms were taste-
fully designed and neatly made of gray cloth. During the 
first two years, they resolved to erect their own armory. 
They raised Major Ball ts building an additional story and 
had their quarters on the t.pper floor, where they had a 
space sixty by twenty-nine feet. This they fitted up 
neatly with the assistance of many public S!•irited citi-
zens. Captain Stewart bad now become their drillmaster. 
In June, 1857, the people of Columbia organized a 
second military group, the Columbua Light Artillery. 
75 
rrm-s-organtza~i-on-becalll~Hl'!ite-!Ldefinit_e __ bat'llrj!_ :1-_n_t be _______________ _ 
County. Being resplendent in its uniforms and. trappings, 
it far outshone the more C•l!ll1llonplace organizations of in-
fantry. They were command~d by Major J. B. Urmy, wbo 
was Associate Editor of tb; Tuolumne Courier. Lieutenant 
Hooker and Sergeants McDon:~.ld and Leavitt assisted him.1 
l 
H. 0. Lang, ]iist,. or Tt olumne County1 Calif. 1 139-140. 
':.HAPTER IX 
DEVA :fATING FIRES 
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Almost ail of the important diggings suffered from 
one or more destructiv~~ fires. In the main the buildings 
were of cloth or wood, and in the summer months they be-
a~----'came____s_o_dtled out that the :f1-!'~}!1J.~I;lrd was v!ry high. 
' ___ ,...._ __ 
The closeness of the buildings together made it extreme-
ly difficult to stop a fire once it was well under way. 
Sonora's first great fire occured June 18, 1852. 
(A small fire had occured November 14, 1849). Fire broke 
out about one a. m. in the Hotel de France which was lo-
cated on the old Plaza facing llashington Street. The 
fire spread northward as far as where the Episcopal 
Church now stands, and even further in places. The only 
buildings saved in this neighborhood were the Rev. Deal's 
new M. E. Church and the Rev. w. H. Long's Wesleyan Church. 
About $1,000,000 of damage was done.1 
Sonora had two fires in 1853. The first occured on 
October 4th, and started in tabetoure 1s building, midway 
between the two branches of Sonora Creek. The building 
was speedily destroyed and the fire spread rapidly in every 
direction, burning as far north as Cooper and McCartby'~s 
livery stable, which was the last building on that side of 
1 H. o. Lang, Hist. of TuolJ]mne County, Calif., 86-ffl; 
Anna Lee Marston, Records of a Calif. Family, 171; 
San Joaquin Renublican, June 19, 1852. 
the street. The bank buildings of Wm. Hammond and Co., 
Adams and Co., :; 1d Wells Fargo and Co. were destroyed. 
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E. B. Lundy, a Ctnadian, who was asleep in the rear of 
Holden's saloon 'fas burned· to death. Through the efforts 
, of the ·book and :·.adder and the bosl'l companies and the ci-
H • 
ll ~ tizens generally the fire was finally checke(l, The fire 
I bad lasted one hc1ur and the loss aggregated $3oo~ooo-;; 
Less tban a month later (November 1) a blaze started 
i in a building occupied by Chinese. 
II 






der's "Daguerrian Gallery," a tin and stove store, Mes-
sech and McCullough's Carpenter Shop, Neil's Sadlery, 




Hall and Greenwood, 
others. The damage 
Wood and Purdy's paint 
totaled $50,000.1 
store and 
On July 3 1 1854, Sonora had another fire in which 
twelve buildings were burned and one man lost his life. 
On November 11, 18571 another fire occured. On August 
?, 1858, a fire broke out in the 11Tigre11 and did $50,000 
of damages. Another fire occured in the 11Tigre1! August 
2, lfl60. Sonora had another great fire August 6, 1861. 
It bl'oke out in a bouse adjoining the Democratic Age 
offiee on the corner of Washington and Yaney Streets and 
spread to surrounding buildings, including the Placer 
Hotel across the street.t The loss was about $15o,oao.2 
J. H. o. Lang, Jii§t. of Tuolumne County, Calif., 134-135. 
Ibid., 229. 
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On July 10, 1854, fire broke out near Clark's Hotel 
on I :roadway in Columbia. Before it was checked it had 
com umed nearly every house on Broadway, Fulton, Washing-
ton, State and Main Streets. The principal exception was 
the fire-proof building of Donald and Parsons on Main and 
Wasbington Streets. The damage was $50o.,aoo .• 1 A small 
fire occured in Decemb13r of the same year. 
On August 25, 185'7, Columbia's second great fi.re 
occured. This fire was even more destrictive than the 
fire of 1854. It broke out in a Chinese dwelling on the 
north side of Jackson :Street and burned over the wt~Ie 
northern part of the t<:>wn. The burned-over district lay 
between Pacific Street on the north, Columbia Street on 
the east, Main Gulch on the South and broadway on the 
West. Supposedly fireproof buildings (brick} disappeared 
as :.f by magic. A large quantity of gun powder in the 
stoJ·e of H. N. Brown exploded, killing H. N. Brown, Wil-
lian Toomey, J. M. B. •Crooks, Dennis Deiscoll, Captain 
Rud<•lph and seriously injuring several others. The fire 
companies of Columbia and Sonora rendered able assistance 
unti.l the water in thei hydrants failed. The loss was 
$50(1, 000.2 On July 27, 1861, Columbia had another fire 
in uhich the loss totaled $261 000. 
-' H. 0. Lang, Hist. of Tuolumne County. Calif., 113. 






Tuttletown suffered! by fire on October 111 1851. 
Poverty Bill was destroyed by fire September 201 1854. 
Jamestown had a $751 000 fire October 6 1 1855, and a 
$20,000 fire October 6, 1858. Montezume was destroyed 
by fire in July, 1866; and Big Oak Flat practically des-
troyed on October 20, 1863. Big Oak Flat's loss was over 
$50,000 aM only tbree brick buildl.-ngs-wrtnstood-and-re-
main to this day. One of these buildings was one in 
which a store was maintained in the early days, first by 
a Mr. Dexter, then by a Mr. Gamble and then by J. D. Mur-
pby.l 










The first newspaper to be printed in Tuolumne Coun-
ty or anywhere in the mountains of Cal:~fornia was the 
weekly Songra H.:.rald. The first issue appeared on the 
morning of July .r,-re5ct;--The--advent-o:~_tb1s __ Jl1!'~1J:l!LP~­
per was heralded by the following noti,;e in a Stockton 
paper. 
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Advertisement--Sonora Herald. On or before the 4th day 
of July next, the first number of the Sonora Herald will 
be published1in the town of Sonora. Part will be printed in Spanish. 
The first seven issues of the paper were printed on 
paper nine by thirteen inches. With the eighth number 
the page was enlarged ·co twelve by seventeen inches. 
Several issues of the paper were printed on.wrapping pa-
per as news print could not be obtained. The subscription 
price ~as twenty dollars a year. Single copies sold for 
fifty cents each. Advertisements cost $4.0Q for six lines 
or J!ess. 
The press upon which the first issues were printed 
had an interesting history. Brought by ship from Boston 
to Monterey in 1832 by Augustine Zamorano, after the 
American occupation it was used by Colton and Semple to 





print the ~.ifornia Star, the first paper issued inCa-
lifornia and on the whole Pacific slope. When the Star 
wvas united w L th the Alta Cali.fo:r.JWm, the pres:: was re-
moved to San Francisco, from which place the combination 
parer was issued. When improved machinery was purchased 
thE· old press was moved to Sacramento and used to publish 







pr11SS was tl'en Jlllrcbased by James White and w. A. Root, 
who used it to publish the Stockton Times and later the 
Sonora Heral.Q.... 
It was. finally sold to the editor.or the ColUmbia 
~~. who failed to pay for it and it was attached by 
cr3ditors, but before it could be removed it was carried 
to the street during tbe night and burned by sympathizers. 
The frame, platen, .ribs and part of the bed were or 
wood, the bed on which the forms lay were or stone, and 
the screw by Which the impression was taken was or iron. 
During the existence or the So00ra Herald a large 
number or editors shaped its policies and politics. The 
following is a list of the editors in chronological or• 
der, some having bad the position two and three times: 
James White, J. G. Marvin, J. R. Reynolds, Dr. L. C. 
Gunn, E. L. Chrisman, Walter Murray, J. O'Sullivan, Dr • 
. c. Gunn, J. O'Sullivan, Alexander Murray, E. A. Rock-





Democratic, American (Kno~ Nothing) Whig, and finally 
Republican. 
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The Heralg usually ran two or more columns in Spanish 
and occasionally a column in French. ·The first number 
carried an advertisement of the first stage line from So-
nora to Stockton and another of Judge J. G. Marvin's ex-
-~~--· -~~-
!i press r:rnecmnn-ecting-Saa-F-Pana4.sco --Wi"th __ the __ So_uth.exn __ 
Mines. A May, 1851, issue states t~t the census is about 
to be completed and that the population of Tuolumne County 
will' be shown to be betwt~en eighteen and twenty thousand 
persons. Another note i1::1. this issue stated tbat the sub-
scription price was to b·~ reduced from twenty to ten dol-
lars a year.1 
Dr. L. c. Gunn bought an interest in the Sonora Herald 
in November1 1850, and soon thereafter began building an 
adobe house to be used for a printing office, recorder's 
office (he being the County Recorder), with dwelling rooms 
in the upper story, his family now being on their way from 
the States. This was the first two-story house in Sonora. 2 
A March, 1851, issue of the Placer Times of Sacramento 
carried an editorial telling of the shipping of a press to 
Nevada City and the beginning of the Neyada M§SSenger, 
which it heral.ded as being the first paper in the mining 
region. In answer to this the Stockton Timq§ noted as 
~. Theodore H. Hittell, History of Calif., III, 35-57, 71; 
Anna Lee Marston, Records of a Cal~!. FaD~, 252. 
2 Anna Lee Marston, Records of a Calif. Family, 84. 
follows: 
We beg friend Lawre1cets pardon--The first newspaper in 
the mountains was t ne Sonora Herald established by the 
proprietors of the 3tockton Times; James White and w. A. 
Root. 
on-October 25, 1851, the first issue of a new weekly 
newspaper, the ~mbia Star, was issued by w. Gore on 
the old Ramage Press rormerly-u-se-d--oy·-tne--Sonpra- Herald.---------------
The first copy strU!k off was purchased by Mrs. De_ Noille 
for an ounce of goli. Mrs. De Noille was the first white 
woman in Columbia aad the second in the county and was 
very much interestej in the progress of the city.2 
The life or tte Columbia Star was very short and the 
paper was soon in financial difficulties. 
In November, 1852, a new weekly, the Columbia Gazett~, 
edited by Colonel Falconer, made its debut. This paper 
prospered for three years and on November 10, 1855, it 
was merged into the Columbia and Southern ,Mj nes Adyiser. 
A year later Colonel Falconer sold his interest to John 
Duchow and T. M. YaneY, Mr. Duchow becoming editor. Ya-
ney sold his interest to R. J. Steete later. The co~ 
bined paper was a four page issue, just a little smaller 
than the Sonora ~~.3 
- Stockton T1wes, April 2, 1851. 







The Clipper was established in Columbia in May, 1854, 
by Heckoown and Gist.l 
On June 21, 1856, the weekly Colymbian appeared. 
Messrs. Oliver and Wilson were editors and proprietors. 
On June 20, 1856, the Tuglumne Cguriet appeared at 
Columbia. The editors and proprietors were W. A. and 
J. c-.-wcrow-and-J---.----B-.-Urmy-.---- ____________ _ 
In June, 1858, the Sonora Bera!S suspended publica-
tion and on July 16, 1866, the Tuolumne Courier suspended. 
T:!ms, many newspapers were begt;l.n, and met with vari-
ous success; some suspending after a few issues, and 
others thriving over a span of years. 
1 H. o. Lang, Hist. o:r Tuolumne County. Calif., 114. 
CHAPTER XI 
BRINGING IN THE WATER 
Watnr supply early became a problem in the mines. 
Labor in the mines in many of the diggings was seasonal. 
At best only a little pay dirt could be thrown up in the 
85 
dry season for washing when the re.ins came. In many dig-
gings the wet season was very short indeed. In other 
sections the amount of water was very inadequate and pro-
vided washing faCilities for only a few. 
In Columbia there came a crying need for water very 
early after the first great rush. In June 26, 1851, a 
number of interested people from various camps met in 
Columbia to determine the advisability of bringing water 
from the Stanislaus River into the diggings. W. H. Carle-
ton was appointed President; C. C. Richardson, Vice Presi-
dent; and George Graham, Treasurer. The attendance was 
large and spirited. A company was organized and a con-
stitution and by-laws were adopted. The stock was divided 
into 20.0 shares of which 163 were immediately subscribed.1 
On July 1, 1851, the Tuolumne Water Co. began work 
at Summit Pass. One hundred and fifty men were at work 
on the ditch. Their purpose was to bring the water to 
1 . 
San Jgaguin Repyblican, July 2, 1851. 
I 
CG 
Columbia, Yankee Hill, Spaws Flat, and all othf)r gulches 
I 
leading into Woods, Ceeek. Joseph Dance had been made 
President and General Bernard Engineer. The company ran 
; 
short of money and were assisted by D. 0. Milll & Co.
1 
~
~ · bankers of Sa. cramento, who afterwards establis::~ed a 
i . branch bank at-columoia. -1i.--,--cwenty--com"--strealn- from ___ _ 
I 








and .t:or a while this was the only support of the mining 
industry. The ditch was later constructed to the Stanis-
la LS and brought in a 150 tom stre11m.1 
The Tuolumne County Water Co. completed the exten-
si>n of their canal to Montezuma, December 1, 1852, and 
bu: .lt a reservoir there. The ditch brought in a stream 
3f feet wide and 2 feet deep. 
The Tuolumne aydraulic Association tapped the Tuo-
lurrne River 25 miles east of Sonora at an elevation of 
51 COO feet and built a more extensive ditch.2 
There were a few smaller companies. The Seco Com-
pany's race brought water from Woods Creek 1nto Campo 
Seco; the Jackson Flat Race brought water from Mormon 
Creek into Jackson Flat. In February the Sonora Water 
Company's ditch began conveying water from Sullivan's 
Creek to Sonora. The Sullivan's Creek Race brought 
1 San Joaquin Republican, July 9, 1851; 
H. 0. Lang, Hist. of Ty,olnmne County. Calif,, Ul0~;1.26-7. 











wa.ter from Sullivan's Creek to Sbaws Flat. This race 
was able to bring in water during only a fE~ weeks each 
season,' but it paid the expense oi' digging 1nd handsome 
dividends besides. Miners flocked into tb3 vicinity of 
the water, and life and activity prevailed tn a region 
which was afterwards nearly deserted. This company ex-
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tended it:3 ditch to the TUOlumneRi-ver-and-was able-to------~------------
supply fo:~ a longer period the following year. 
In the fall of 1854 the Columbia Stanislaus River 
Water Co. was formed because the Tuolumne Company was 
not bringing in a sufficient.supply of water and their 
c barges were s-aip to be too high. A meeting was called 
in September and the following directors were elected: 
J. W. Coffroth, President; G. w. Whitman; S. Ingersoll; 
James McLean; John Jolly; s. Knapp; Dr. Windler, Secre-
tary; T. N. Ca.Jmeau, Treasurer; w. Daegener (of Wells 
Fargo Express Company); A. Fletcher, Supt.; and T. L. 
Trask, Engineer. 
The ditch was to be 20 miles in length but was la-
i;er extended to 60 miles. The upper 8 miles was in deep 
loamy soil and required ditching only • The next section 
uas over broken country, a considerable portion of which 
had to be flumed to carry the water across gullies or 
barren, rocky places. The last nine and one-half miles 
requ:lred flum1ng all the way. However, along the entire 
course there was an abundance of fir, pine and cedar 
· rhich could be used for fluming. Flumes were built or 
Joards to carry the water across the gullies or over 
Jiaces too stony for ditches to be dug. 
Owing,to financial matters, little was accomplished 
!;' 
until the next spring and it might not have been comple-
.~~f-___ t_e_d_a_t __ l.l_l__:,but for a favorable circumstance. 
Tle miners felt that they were paying the Tuolumne 
Water CJ. too much for their water. They met and peti-
,tioned the company to reduce the rates to $4.00 per day 
for a oae tom stream. The company replied that it was 
impossible to reduce the price. The miners ·met again 
and pledged themselves to strike against the price, and 
l arrangE.d to have all claims of those who would Cfi!ase 
i 
1 operations and strike protected against jumpers. They 
i 
also petitioned the office of the iJolumbia and Stanis-
laus River Water Co. to recommence work on their canal 
in order to provide work for the striking men. This 
company agreed to do so, providing at l~ast 200 miners 
would ]lrovision themselves while they w:>rked. They 
were to be paid in stock at the rate of $4.00 per day. 
Arrangt•ments were also made to proYiSion an additional 
number who were not able to do so for themselves. It 
was estimated tllat 500 men could finish the work in 35 







As might be expected th~ Tuolumne County Water Co., 
seeing their mistake, their ·vater going to waste, and a 
large competitive ditch bein~ rapidly f'inishe·i, offered 
to hire the idle miners to e :llarge their ditch and ex-
tend it for 12i more miles s) as to get a larger supply. 
They agreed to pay in scrip ·>t the rate of $4.00 per 
for a one tom stream. This ,>ffer also was accepted by 
the miners. The south fork •>f the Stanislaus River was 
found to provide an insuffic:Lent supply of water so the 
ditch was extended to the no:rth fork. This latter work 
was completed in 1858 and a ~reat water celebration was 
held Nondai, November 29, 18!58. 1 
1 B. o. Lang, ru,st. of Tuolumne Count:v, Calif., 132-172. 
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CHAPTER XII 
TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
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The topography or Tu9lumne County is varied in the 
e~treme. It ranges from low foothill country to the high 
Sierras. In the lower regions the hills are rounded, i;he 
valleys are wide and mature and large flat areas abound. 
In the higher portions the mountains are steep and sharp, 
the valleys are in extreme youth and there are no fiats. 
There are many bars along the more level portions of the 
rh·er and creek beds. :'he Stanislaus River cuts across 
the northern and the Tw •lumne River across the southern 
boundary of the CountY, and many large and small creeks 
cut across the county .and drain into the one or the other. 
Deep tioil covers t' Je region in many places, while in 
others, even on some of the flats, jagged rocks lie ex-
posed. Some of the rocks are igneous in character, others 
are shale and slate and limestone •. 
A distinguishing feature of the county is Table Moun-
tain which rises 1000· to 200.0! feet above the surrounding 
country. It extends acr')SS the country as a gigantic ba-
saltic wall with a bare, almost level top and nearly per-
pendicular sides. Geolo~ically it is in a class by itself. 
It was formed centuries lgo by a stream of lava, poured 






County; which flowed in a soutlmesterly direction for 40 
miles down an old river channel Which ~ranched about four-
l L 
teen miles above Columbia. Here it cooted and hardened. 
During the succeeding ages the banks of the ancient stream, 
offering less resistance to erosion than the lava, have 
washed away to a depth of from 500 to 800 feet below tbe 
top of the lava, leaving the basartan:a-lavaandevem,---------
in places, the gravel of the old river bed above the ge-
neral level of the country. This solidified stream of 
lava now appears as a flat-topped mountatn, ranging from 
a few hundred to 2000 feet in Width. The lava itself is 
from 60 to 500 feet in depth. Below the lava is a layer 
of about 50 feet of clay and sand, and then a layer of 
gold-bearing gravel of the old river bed, about 25 feet 
in depth.l The layer of clay is rich in the fossil re-
mains or plants, leaves and silicified wood, which place 
the gravels of this long extinct river bed in the Neocene 
age. It also contains bones, tusks, and teeth of primi-
tive animals, including man. As 1Well as implements made 
and used by pre-historic peoples. More than 200 feet be-
low the surface, among the stones of the ancient river 
bed, at Springfield Flat, a slab of granite, bearing 
marks believed. to have been carved by prehistoric peoples, 
1 Theodore Bt Bittel!, History of California, III, 147-8; 
J. Ross Browne, Resources of tbe Picific Slone, 58-40. 
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was found by a miner of the Springfield Tunnel and Develop-
ment Co. From nearby were J~emoved some bones declared by 
paleontologists to be those of the three toed horse known 
as the Hipparian. 
The Stanislaus River bas cUt across the lava flow be-
low Abveyts Ferry and other streams in other places. The 
State Higb ·ay between Oalfdaleand-sonora--passes--t:r,rough---
two sue~ gtps in the two branches of the mountain, one 
just east >f Yosemite Junction a~d one about a mile and 
a half west;. 
In th~ gravels beneath Table Mountain there is much 
gold. Min,ers have tunneled great distances to reach it 
and while millions in gold have been taken from beneath 
the mountain, millions have been spent in getting it, and 
it is estimated that $1,000,000 more bas been spent than 
has been taken out. 
The topography of the county has undergone many chan-
ges. Formerly a very high mountain range lay east of 
where the Sierra Nevada now stands. All territory to the 
west was then under the Paleozoic Sea. Volcanoes were 
numerous and active and oscillations of the earth's crust 
were frequent. The volcanic ashes that fell into the 
shallow seas became amphibolite schists, while those that 
fell upon the land became first mud and then slate. As 
time went on erosion cut down the lofty elevation to the 
east and filled ln the Shallow seas to the west, the sea 
\__ . 
. 
r ~ceding. Later the Juratrias S,3a covered the '4other 
L'de region and the territory to the eastward. Toward 
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the close of this era a mountain range running in a gener-
ally northerly directj.on, was gradually raised from out 
c f the sea midway between where Sonora and Montezuma now 
ere. By the beginning or the Ne,ocene period it had been 
oroded to a rolling peneplain-wi:th o:rdy--an -occasional-~-- - ___________ _ 
monadn_c~ck to break the monotony, Later came the volcanic 
(3ruptions to the east which were accompanied by masses of 
:rl:ijrolitic pumice which gorged the waterways, causing many 
to spread _out as lakes (now flats). When the eruptions 
ceased the streams began cutting regular courses. Their 
grades were made more precipitous and ·jheir erosive power 
augmented by the pushing up of the Sierra Nevada Range by 
internal forces. Volcanic eruptions came again bringing 
volcanic mud, conglomerate, Sand and fine tuff. Valleys 
and low hills were buried beneath the .torrent or lava and 
the channel of the lecrge stream, draining the Sierras, 
was filled. During the succeeding ages the adjoining. 
hills were eroded away, leaving Table :Mountain. 
The geology or Tuolumne County is very "erratic." A 
mining engineer, w. n. Storms, has said, "It is more than 
probable that a cross section taken every half, or even 
every quarter mile along the Gold Belt, would show an 
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entirely different struct1~al condition." 
The gold was origina:.ly thrown up with quartz through 
fissures or cracks in other rocks. These gold bearing fis-
sures are located mostly on the Western slope of the Sier-
ras from one to four thoulland feet above sea level. One 
of the chief ot these is 1;he Mother Lode and its branches 
or companion ve:tns-,--d:i:sti-nct-l.y-traceabl!tLon_or __ uear j;_he_ 
surface from Mariposa County to Amador County.l 
Geographically the Mother Lode is divided into three 
systems; the foot wall vein; the large amphibolite schist 
vein, and the east vein which is by far the richest. The 
Mother Lode is not a cont,.nuous vein of •tauartz, but dis-
appears absolutely for considerable di,3tances. Actually 
it is a chain of overlapping veins, all of which occasion-
ally disappear, to continue again in a true line on the 
opposite side of a barren stretch. Occasionally the 
quartz continuity is preserved by another vein, perhaps 
overlapping, lying to the east or west. Some of the 
larger veins or stringers are banded or ribboned, which 
has resulted from reopening and refilling the fissure. 
The torrential rivers, falling over a bundred feet 
to the mile, cut through the quartz veins, and with tre-
mendous force tore out the gold.and carried it downstream 










to be deposited far or near as circumstances might direct. 
There were many ancient river beds, ndead rivers'', whose 
· currents had run at right angles, north and south, to the 
course5 of present streams, and whose deep gravels abound 
in plaClP gold. The greater portion or the gravels of 
the anci :mt river beds were quartz, while quartz makes 
beds, As might be expected, the gravels of the ancient 
river beds ·are much richer in gold. It is very proba·,)le 
that the anc~ent rivers ran in or along the rich and ex-
tensive quartz veins. As time went on most of these old 
channels were covered up by other deposits. Bence it was 
that at or just below the places where modern streams cut 
through ancient river beds the largest deposits of gold 
have been found.1 
~ J, Ross Browne, Resources of tbe Pacific Slope, 38, 40. 
CHAPTER XIII 
INDUSTRIES 
Tl,ugh mining was the first industry in Tuolumne 
County lt was not the only industry for very long. We 
have already pointed out that as early as 1849 some set-
pursuits and making no attempt at mining. 
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~~i. 
Aftel' the glamor of the search for gold had worn off 
to somE extent many who had come to mine realized that the 
soil was fertile and a living awaited him who would work 
i:ts surface. · Men settled on the land, brought their fami-
lies ir, and life became more stable. Agricultural pro-
ducts are grains, hay, vegetable~~ tomatoes, potatoes, 
beans, honey, and alfalfa. 
Stock raising began with the early settlers. Many of 
the early emigrants, who crossed the plains, brought cat-
tle with them. Though few in number they were important 
as a beginning. Others obtained .a start by purchasing 
"long l:orns" from the Mexican rancheros in the valleys. 
Though this nucleus was )f low grade, the quality bas been 
steadily built up. Milk and cheeses are important products. 
At one time the she•JP business was important and 
large herds were owned b;' citizens of the county, and 
many tho,usa:n.ds were brought in to graze on the mountain 
ranged during the summer months, but conditions have 
changed and there are now few sheep in the county. Goat 
raising and hog raising are profitable. 
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Fruit growing was begun early in Tuolumne County, 
but after a short time attracted less interest. After a 
time it was again revived as an industry, and bas now at-
tained great prominence. 
It is st.ated tmt John Mass planted the first com-
the Macomber Orchards, and they have produced the apples 
• from which cider has been made since pioneer days. The 
Macomber Cider plant was the first factory of any kind in 
the state and in fact on the whole Pacific Coast. It was 
established early in 1850. 
Tuolumne County is famous for i,ts "big red apple." 
The principal varieties grown are Winesap, Delicious, Stay-
man Winesap, Rome Beauty, and King David • The apples grow 
best at elevations above 2800 feet and the fruit from the 
higher elevations is superior in size, flavor and keeping 
qualities to that grown at l,ower elevations. 
Orange trees were planted in frost free areas at 
French Gardens by Mexicans. This is said to be the first 
Orange grove in the state and it is still producing. 
Other fruit crops are peaches, pears, English walnuts, 
almonds, figs, olives, cherries and prunes. 
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A large industry is the utilization of the extensive 
natural limestone deposits of the county. Marble quar-
ries near Columbia produce very high grade marble. Here 
they bave been taking out marble since 1857 and seem to 
have hardly made an impression on the supply. The Co-
lumbia. Marble Co. was organized as a co-partnership in 
1891 by W. D. Bannister, David Hearfield, J. J. Crooks 
cody-of -o:re-- --------
more ~ban a quarter of a mile long, 200 feet wide and a 
depth approximating 1000 feet. The stone is almost pure 
lime carbonate. Besides being pure white, some of the 
~arble is veined, some mottled, some in black, some a 
ielicate blue, and some contains buff and red streaks. 
~ammoth kilns produce a superior grade of lime and kindred 
products. Other plants produce grits for poultry raisers. 
The forests of Tuolumne County are extensive. The 
early demand for lumber caused the development of many 
small mills. What is now the plant at Standard City was 
formed by the uniting of smaller plants. Though there 
are still a few small plants the lumber industry of the 
county has become centered at two places--Standard City 
and Tuolumne City. The forests of the county contain a 
heavy percentage of sugar pine which is considered the 
very best of all pine lumbers. All kinds of construction 





produced. The West Side Lumber Company built its mill 
on Frank Baker's ra1ch at Carters, now Tuolumne. This 
is the eastern termlnal of the Sierra Railway. This 
railway furnishes t:•ansportation for the lumber which is 
cut. The railroad ilas made the West Side Lumber Company 
and the West Side Lumber Company has helped to mak:e the 
railway. 
lumber mill ·was built up five miles away at 
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Standard City. Later both mills came into possession of 
the Pickering Lumber Company. The nearer timber has been 
largely cut over and there are now logging railroads 
running back from both mills up into the higher eleva-
tions to tap the virgin forest there. 
CHAPTER XIV 
BUILDING THE RAILROADS! 
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The thought of building a railroad into Tuolumne 
County dates from the early 50's. Dr. L. c. Gunn became 
interested in the building of' the railroad into Stockton 
and hoped to have it extended into the mining region. 
until 1897 that work was actually commenced. 
It was at this time that Ml~. T. s. Bullock bedame 
int~rested in the possibilities of such a road. At that 
tim'~ Mr. Bullock owned a large acreage of fine timber and 
he lmew that a railroad, which 'l'fOuld tap the region, would 
add greatly to its value as well as prov;!.de transporta-
tion for the lumber that might be manufactured from it. 
Mr. Bullock was also the foUnder of' the mill from which 
the Standard plant has grown. 
The original plan was to build the' railroad out of 
Stockton, but for some reason the plans were changed and 
it was built out of Oakdale. 
The Sierra Railway Company of California was incor-
porated February 2, 1897, and work on the roadbed was 
started within the month. The contract, for construction 
was given to tbe West Coast Construction Company which 
Yas paid a set rate per mile in the securities of' the 
~ The official data of this chapter were furnished by Mr. 




r9.ilway company. It is not clear whether they kept these 
S<acurities themselves or sold them on the market, though 
it was probably the latter. There are no figures avail-
able as to the actual cost ot the road, but it is esti,.-
!mated to be close to $3 1 0001 000. I . 
When the railroad was first started it met with an-
r:::::::o::-::os::::::ad A 0:a::-::::::n~:~ t::-:::::·------ -
Jj tened to put the picturesque freight wagons and stage 
il 
I coaches out ot business. However the work advanced steadi-
' 
~ ly and in time trains were being run as tar as Coopers-
., 
!town. The stages thereupon took Cooperstown as their 
!western terminus rather than Oakdale. In time the road 
-~ ! was completed to Chinese Camp and then to Jamestown. Up 
" ito this time no great engineering problems had arisen, 
l 'but from here on, railroad building was not to be so easy. 
Mr. w. H. Newell was then called in and made chief engi- · 
neer, a position which he held until 19321 when he retired 
from active service. 
Under the supervision or Mr. Newell the railroad was 
pushed on to Sonora and thence to Carters (now Tuolurne), 
and a branch was built from Jamestown to Angels Camp. 
This branch brought in many problems in engineering, since 
the roadbed had to drop to the grade of the Stanislaus 
River and rise again on the other side, and the character 
of the surface was very rugged. It was decided to use 
a system of switchbacks to make the descent to the ri-
ver and the ascent on the other side. They were so in-
stalled, and are in use today, one of the few cases in 
which such a system is still being used in America. 
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1-----__ _::A::_:t:__::-the eastern terminus of the road, Carters, the 
West Side Lumber Company established Tts-lni-ie plarit-on.-
wbat was then known as Frank Baker's Ranch, but which bad 
first been ~ettled by Mr. Frank Summers. From this point 
they built their logging road, tbe Betch Hetcby and Yo-
semite Valley Railway, up into the high Sierras to the 
eastward where it taps the vast timber belt. 
From Campbell's (now Ralph's) Station, the Standard 
Lumber Company built the Sugar Pine Railway to tap the 
great sugar pine belt and bring tl~ logs to their mill 
at Standard City. 
Thus the Sierra Railway is directly responsible for 
the building of t~ West Side Lumber Mill and the growth 
of ·the .Standard Mill from a very small beginning. The 
roadbed extends from Oakdale in an eastwa:rd direction to 
Tuolumne, a distance of 57 miles, and, with tile Angels 
branch of about 20 miles, comprises about 77 miles of 
track, most of which passes through mountainous regions 
abounding in beautiful scenery. 
The principal shipments over the Sierra Railway are 
lumber and lumber products, including sashes, doors, 
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blinds, boxes, etc., lime, limestone, marble, chicken 
grits, gold and other ores, fruit, cattle, etc., and the 











PIJ CES OF HISTORIC INTEREST 
The State aighway, which leaves Oakdale toward the 
east, passes. through Tuolumne County. Traveling along 
this highway, one enters Tuolumne Cc unty just east of 
Knights Ferry~. ~;rhe--rQad~paSMs~o_n,~windJ,.~_a;round low 
hills and dipping in and out of rav .nes until, as it 
rounds the point of a row of monadnJcks on the peneplane, 
one catches the first glimpse of Table Mountain. As one 
approaches he marvels at the vertical sides and recalls 
that where that mountain now is was once a valley, and 
where he now is was once the location of a mountain tha.t 
has long since been eroded and washed.down to the sea. 
A gap appears in the mountain. One passes through where 
a stream once cut a channel. As one comes out into the 
valley beyond, he sees another branch of the mountain a 
mile or so distant. Just before reaching this other sec-
tion one finds that the road divides. The branch to the 
right leads into Yosemite Valley over the. Big Oak Flat 
road. Continuing straight on, within '8. .. minute or two, 
one passes through the gap in this section of the moun-
tain. A few miles further on another branch of tl.e road 
leads to the south. ThiS branch connects with Yo~ emite 
road and will be considered later in a side trip. 
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A few miles further •m the road cuts through the 
poin b of a hill. On the little hummock left on the right 
hand side of the road a mJnument built neatly of stones 
is to be seen. On its front there is a bronze place. 
I Th1E monument is one of .a number placed throughout the 
// cour.ty by the Tuolumne County Chamber of Commerce to mark 
II 
II 
~~~t-he-J.oea'tiPn or historic Spots. The :tnscription ,,n the 
~ 
bro•1ze plate states that gold was first -d.Isco"iered in Tu- - -
. 
olumne County at a point 100 yards south, where the old 
road crossed the creek. On the site or Woods Crossing 




om< continues ar.ound the la111 he sees activity on the 
mountain side where a mine is in operation. Half a mile 
fw~ther on, across a concrete bridge, is Jamestown. Here 
along the one street are to be seen old buildings with 
iron doors, a characteristic necesEity of the '"days of 
gold", when bullets were sent flying with little provoca-
tion. Jamestown does rtot all lie on this one street in 
the valley. Upon the lull to the right are to be found 
th3 elementary school, churches, the depot and many modern 
homes. Leaving Jamest<:>wn one crosses over the tracks or 
the "Angels Branch" of t'he Sierra Railway. The highway 
continues on up Woods Creek over a hill, and, four miles 
above, drops down into Sonora. 
Sonora is a modern town of four or five thousand peo-













days. Only a very few of the buildings on .the principal 
thoroughfare (Washington Street) still retain their iron 
doors, but one block off this street are to be found many 
such mementos. Many of the buildings nave been modernized, 
and, at first glance, there is little to remind one of the 
past. However there are frequently window displays of re-
lics of the past and the county is now gathering relics for 
a museum. 
The Episcopal Church still stands at the head of Wash-
ington Street, and though once partially destroyed by fire, 
it is much the same as it was when first built in 1859. 
Episcopal Church, Sonora 
Passing out or the 
town at the southern end, 
the highway leads on a-
round the sides of bills 
and crosses Sullivan's 
Creek over a concrete 
bridge. Just across the 
I 
bridge the road turns ab-
ruptly to the left (the 
branch straight ahead 
leads into Tuolumne City) 
and passes on to Twain 
Harte, Confidence, Long 
Barn, Strawberry and Pine 
Crest, which are scenes 
of summer resorts and 
z±sm; . .#t.&AQQIMUI 
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winter sports. The highway continues on past Dardanelle 
and Sonora Pass and finally across Mono County into Ne-
vada. 
Those who wish to view the many historic places of 
the county must; take a number or side trips from the main 
highway. 
!ii ~------~O~n~e~v~e~ry interesting of these side trips is to leave 
~ the highway al ·out four miles below Jamestown. ~his--road - - - --------
l:''l
l,l1 soon connects With the Big Oak Flat Road leading to Yose-
mite Valley. The first hostoric place on this road is 





Old Building at Chinese Camp 
parts of the walls of others that have fallen into decay. 
One old building is in good repair. It is now being used 
as the post office. Its old iron doors are easily discer-
nible in the picture. Four miles fUrther on across 
" ~ 
lOS 
Sullivan's .Creek is Jacksonville. Eleven miles beyond, 
up the long climb of Priest's Grade, lies Big Oak Flat. 
Big Oak Flat has still some of the earmarks of the 
early days. Some of .the old buildings remain and the 
I town still has the appearance or being a mining camp • . Here one may meet two dear old women, Mrs. No.rman Smith, 
Il
l who was born at-Moccas4-l'-C-reek---.i_ll_]._f3681 and her sister,. 
Mrs. E. G. Cobden, who was born in Big-~~k;l~ti~:i..e7o. 
Their father was an early settler by .the name or Lewis 
Marconi and a relative of the :J.nventor of wireless. They 
'i will tell stories of single shovels .full of dirt that con~ 
1 
~ tained as high as $80.00 in gold• They will point out the 
I 
grave and tombstone of the first white child born. in the 
town. She was. Mrs. Josephine J. Van Of en, n·~e ·Voight, 
~ 
Grave of Mrs. Van Oten 
whose ashes have been interred in the same grave with 
















knoll about three blocks below the cemetery and a block 
from the highway. These women Will tell of the Catholic 
Church on the hill above the town and tbat it was built 
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I 
before their birth (pr bably 1854). Both women were con-
firmed there by Father Ala~ny, first Bishop of San Fran-
cisco, who was then b1 tween 80 and 90 years o£ age and 
wpo passea-a-way--seen~Lf_t_erw~rds. They will show you over 
a brick building, now in their possession, which was one· ------------~--­
of three or four that withstood the great fire that des-
. troyed the remainder ::Jf the town. This building was built 
for a store and was owned at different times by a Mr. 
Dexter, a Mr. Gamble and J. D. Murphy. They Will tell 
of tbe big oak from ·rhich the town received its name. 
They will tell that the tree was undermined in the search 
for gold, that it fEll over before they were born, that 
they played on and r\l'ound its fallen trunk in their child-
hood, that the tree was set on fire (supposedly by tramps) 










1 1 I 
uo 
on February 10:, l9lO, and mos 1 ~ of it consumed. The few 
remaining pieces have been preserved in a neat littlE!" stone 
and ce. 1ent house. 
T ro miles further on is Groveland, a town Which also 
has survived. the gold rush d1.ys. Many of the old adobe 
buildings still remain. Somll are unrecognizable as such 
with 1.beir overlaid sheet-ir;)n--rron~s-and- stu.cco_coat1ngs. 
Here raa.y be found a Mr. Laveroni who was born in this 
town some seventy years ago. He will point out the oldest 
Old Jake's Saloon 
building in the town, constructed,.not of adobe, but of 
blocks of hewn stone. The building is now used as a bil-
liard and soft drink parlor,. In former days it was the 
saloon kept by old Jake Farri and was the ll1hangoutn of 
Black Bart. 
Two miles further on are to be found two more objects 







Hangman's Tree is a large 
oak that frequently served 
this gruesome purpose some 
eighty year~ ago and stands 
just off the left of the 
highway. In fact the 
.-:------~-- b.ig}l.war f>Wi_?gs around 1 t. 
Hangman's Tree 
This memento of the past 
has been delimbed and is 
now almost dead. A few 
tears more and it will be-
long to history alone. 
Across the highway, hidden 
behind a service station, 
is the old Bret Harte Ca-
bin. Tbis old cabin bas 






been roade f'amous as being the home of' Chamberlain and 
Chaffe, t'te heroes of "Tennessee's Pardner", and for 
that reas· m has been christened the "Bret Harte Cabin." 
On t 1E! way back, partly down the grade below Big 
Oak Flat, o.ne may take a branch road down to the Mocca~ 
sin Power House on the Tuolumne River. This power sta-
tion was erected by the city of San Fraricr-s<fo- U1192:1;;--.__ 
It is a modern, up-to-date plant and includes a modern 
little city of 32 homes, a club and boarding house, an 
elementaJT school of 46 pupils, paved streets, green 
lawns, shade trees, etc. The population is be';ween 175 
and 200. Leaving here one may take the road d~wn the 
river and so connect with the highway near Jacksonville. 
Another side trip from the state, highway leads off 
south from Jamestown. Just below Jamestown-is 'q]uartz, 
once also called Quartz Mountain. There is little here 
but the name. All is desolate. Fire has taken a fear-
ful toll from some of the fine mine buildings. Steel 
rails lie twisted out of shape. Only the concrete fouJlda-
tions remain. A mile or so farther on is Stent, known ln 
pioneer days as Poverty Hill. Here is another city that 
has not survived. There remain a few scattered buildings 
dating from more recent times. There are numerous holes 
in the surface that were once cellars under houses now 
long since passed away. From Stent one may return to 
the highway by a more easterly route and pass by Montezuma, 
··--. 
1]3 
Remains of a W.ne at e~~uartz 
AlgErine, and Wards Ferry. 
Another side trip to the south of the state bigbJray 
leads straight on after cDossing the bridge over Sullivan's 
Crenk three miles east of Sonora. This is a paved road and 
passes near Standard City and on to Tuolumne City. , Standard 
Standard Lumber Plant 
1!4 
City is the location of a large lumber plant on the left 
of the road, about five miles east of Sonora. The city 
itself lies tucked among the hills about a mile,off the 
highway. It is mostly the property of the Pi.ckering Lum-
il ber Company, the owners of the Standard Mill. 
I' 
" 
iJ . Five miles further on is Tuolumne City. One may get 
I . 








Looking Down into Tuolumne 
name Tuolumne was applied by the West Side Lumber Company 
after they built their mill here. The town began its 
existence as Summerville. Franklin Summers, a .Missourian, . 
was a California immigrant in 1850, coming by way of Cape 
Horn. He mined successfully at Shaws Flat and in 1852 re-
turned by way of the nHornn and brought his wife and fa-








a:f"ter selling his claim in Sbaws Flat, he moved his ts.mi-
ly into an unbroken wilderness in the eastern part of the 
county. This farm later became the location of the West 
Side Lumber Company and the town of' Tuolumne. The next 
people to come into tbis region were the Scott brothers, 
baifbreed Cherokees. They found gold two miles further 
up. It is_ now but a memory. In 1856 Mr .. Summers was mur-
dered at French Bar, now known as La Grange. Mrs. Summers 
opened a boarding house :for the miners who ·were l·Jcating · 
on Turnback Creek. The settlement including the Summers 
home and the miners cabins was called Summersville by the 
• 
miners in compliment to Mrs. Summers.l 
Later the settlement extended up the g:llch to the 
northeast. Afterward in order to avoid confusion with 
another town in the state, the postal authorities changed 
the name to Carters. The West Side Lumber Company were 
responsible for the change to Tuolumne. o,rer the hill be-
tween Tuolumne and the Mono Road is Soulsbyville, founded 
in the late 50's by Ben Soulsby. It is the location of 
several quartz mines, including the Soulsby Mine. Out 
seven miles beyond Tuolumne on the other side of the north 
:fork of .the Tuolumne River is the Tuolumne Big Oak, which 




is said to be the largest live oak in existenc~ and whose 
f'oliage shad s nearly an acre. 
To the ~rth or the state highway, east of' Sonora, 
is to be f'ou 1d Phoenix Lake and the Phoenix Power Rouse. 
This is now the property of' the Pacific Gas and I;J:ectric 
Company. Tl.e present installa.tion in the power bouse 
The Tuolumne Big Oak 
produces 1200 kilowatts. 
A most interesting part of the county lies north of' 
the highwa; • This territory is best reached by leaving 
Sonora on ' he road to the north. This road leads out 
past Brown 1s Flat, an old placer digging. Just beyond 
the road dLvides, one bi'anch leading to Columbia and the 
other towaJ.•d Angels Camp. 
A few miles out on the Angels Road lies Tuttletown. 
Probably the most striking object in Tuttletown is the 
-----------
Old Schwerer Stone S;ore 
old Schwerer stone store 
with its iron doors, but 
thi:J is not t:te olde!:t 
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building in the town. That 
honJr goes to the one story 
section of the J. Edwards 
____ _,_.,_,_a,blishment in front or 
ancl to the right or the 
stc·ne store. This was for-
mer·ly the old Bryce Hotel. 
Continuing on toward 
Angels Camp one may climb 
up Jackass EllJ and view 
more old minin1; shafts and 
the Mark Twain Cabin. The 
original Mark '?wain Cabin 











WS.Il des'l royed by fire but the firep~ace remained intact. 
A new c: bin on the p~an of the old one bas been construc-
ted aro' Lnd the fireplace by the Tuolumne County Chamber 
of Comrn~rce. The site bas been purchased by the Board of 
Ccunty Supervisors. In the cabin may be seen relics of 
fc•rmer days, including an old spool bed, other furni-cure 
!md c h .naware. Mr.--Hal'-1'-Y-Thie~es _ _j.s __ Eareta.ker o£ the pro-
One may retrace bis steps from Jackass Hill back 
through Tuttle town and turn off on the old Sonora road 
to ShEws Flat. Here is to be found an old building or 
the. 5!Ps, now used as a service station and store. It 
Old Hardware Store, Shaws Flat 
was originally a hardware store kept by Mr. John B. 
Stetson of Holbrook, Merrill and Stetsoa of San Francis-
co. The building is in fair repair and within are to be 
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found many relics of former t .mes. 
llpringf'iel d ·Today 
Turning back abruptly ~ t an angle of 50 degrees in 
front' of this store, one may soon reach and cross the high-
way. One mile beyond the h.ghway lies what remains of 
Springfield, just a few old frame houses. Between Spring-
field and Columbia is the v~st limestone belt that pro-
duced so many millions in placer gold. On this area, 
which was once a tree cover~d plain, some fL"Ve to fif-
teen feet higher than at present, we see only limestone 
boulders protruding through the scanty soil. The road 
runs eastwardly toward Columbia, joining the Sonora-
Columbia road at a sharp angle. At the vertex of the 
angle an old bell has been mounted on an iron pipe and 
just back of the bell inside the fence is an old brass 





Old Brass Canon 
Continuing on toward Columbia one may get a splendid 
view of St. Anne's ChUrch on the hill to the right. This 
church was built in 1856. The statuary, frescoes, and 
altar coverings are renowned for tneir beauty and delicacy. 





Among the older residents or this town is Mr. Leon 
Ponce born nearby at Valledito (llttle valley) some 68 
years ago, but who has lived at Columbia since a few 
months of age. Be will obligingly point out the places 
of interest in Columbia. 
Columbia is rich in 
~~---metm~~t(~S of the days when 
Old Express Office, Columbia. 
fifty-five millions in gold. 
it was the ~Gem of the 
Southern Mines.~ There 
is the old Presbyterian 
Church, built in 1857. 
There is the old brick 
building used as the Wells 
Fargo Express office since 
1855; the original office, 
founded in 1852 having 
burned in the fire of 
1854. In this old build-
ing, now used as a museum, 
are many relics including 
the pair of scales that is 
reputed to have weighed 
Another old brick building 
connects this building with what appears to be a modern 
building. However, this building, which now houses a 
very modern candy factory and store, is the one which 
was used by the old 0. D. Mills Bank and is about the 
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Old Mills Bank Building, Columbia 
same age as tbe Express Office. Just across tbe street 
Al.l stages arrived at and departed from tbis spot. Tbe 
old stage bulletin board is still to be seen on the 
corner of this building. It is now used as a lounglng 
and reading room and contains many relics, and is main-
tained by the bounty of a past residentof Columbia, and 
donations left by visitors. Columbia is richer than 
any of the otber ndiggings" in old buildings tbat have 
survived. Anotber old building that is wortby of men-
tion is the two story Odd Fellows ·Building which was 
built in the early days by Tuolumne Lodge No. 21. It 
is sti.ll their home. 
.. • 
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Tli.Us it i: seen that 
Tuolumne Count;· is rich 
in history and abounds in 
historic place:;. While 
many of the ol· i buildings 
with their fur 1ishings have 
--t-he----r,-lva-g-e s ---of ________________ _ 
fire, there still remain 
many in good repair. It 
is only right and proper 
that efforts should be 
made to preserve those 
that do remain. An in-
terest seems to be e.wa-
kening along this line. 
I. O. O. F. HRJ.J., Columbia 
Oltl Tuolumnel 
It is tinged with all the romance 
Of the days of forty nine, 
It is fringed with all the beauty 
or its cedar trees and pine; 
And it spreads the wings or memory 
Eike some fairy fantasy 
To the days of ancient glory 
O.f Old Tuolumne • 
.And the miner in his red shirt 
o, a treasured memory fills, 
.As he treads an old-time pathway 
Down the red dust of the hills. 
l Harry T. Fee in the Stockton Record, May 11, 1929. 
-----
And he comes back to the old haunts 
Just as he used to be 
To the county and the bounty 
Of Old Tuolumne. 
I sit he:re in the sunshine 
With the veil of ;romance sp:read 
And I conju:re life and beauty 
From the pb:rtals of the dead. 
F:rom the t:reasu:re house of d:reamland, 
o, it all comes back to me 
r-------~------~T~h~e~g~l~a~m~o~~-~~~-i~l~!~~: 
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